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§ I. Introduction
A  homotopy classification theorem for mappings of an (^ + l)-complex into 
an ^-sphere and the corresponding extension theorem were originally given by 
L. Pontrjagin [9] in case n=2  and then by N. E. Steenrod [15] in case ^^2. If 
an ( 72-l>connected space Y  takes the place of an n-sphere in these theorems, 
we have a problem:
(1-1) Give a homotopy classification theorem fo r mappings o f an (tz + 1)- 
dimensional complex into an in -^yconnected space Y and the corresponding 
extension theorem.
Assume that the n^th homotopy group nnCY) of Y  is fi.nitely generated. 
Then it was solved, through a straightforward and geometrical method, by H. 
Whitney [26], [27] for n=2, and also the Mathematical Reviews reports that it 
was solved by M. M. Postnikov [10], [11] for ^^2. In our country as well, its 
extension theorem for n=2  and its extension and classification theorem for n^S 
were solved in a formal way regarded as a generalized method of Steenrod [15] 
by the author [8] and N. Shimada-H. Uehara [13] respectively. Furthermore, 
applying a theory of a composite chain systems and the secondary boundary 
operator, J. H. C. Whitehead [25] imparted a solution to (I. I )  under the assumption 
that Y  is a finite complex.
Let us now modify (1 .1 ) as follows:
(1 .2 ) Assume that Y  is a topological space with TT^(Y)=O for and
and give a homotopy classification theorem fo r  mappings o f an 
^rhycomplex K  into Y  and the corresponding extension theorem-
To this problem S. Eilenberg-S. MacLane [6] gave a solution by the aid of 
their cohomology theory of an abelian group. For k=^2 and ^^3, there is an 
answer due to N. Shimada-H. Uebara [14].
In this paper, we give also an answer to (1.2) for k = 3 and ^^4, assuming 
that F  is a finite complex. Our answer is not given along the line of Eilenberg- 
MacLane [6], but along that of Steenrod [15] and J. H. C. Whitehead [25]. As 
for cohomological operations employed here, we need the iterated Steenrod
squares and the modified Steenrod square for ^=2. For =3, the cyclic reduced 
powers introduced recently by Steenrod [16] relate to our answer. Furthermore, 
the Steenrod squares, the various modified squares and the cup products are 
needed.
In §2-^4 we recall properties of the cyclic reduced powers and the squaring 
operations, and we prove several additional properties which will be needed. 
In §5 we explain the suspension of spaces and maps, and in §6 we prove 
cohomological properties of the quaternion projective plane and its suspension. 
In §7 we define a concrete (;?+4)-ce]l complex R  such that for
^ </<^  + 4 and is a cyclic group. In §8 we calculate the
homotopy groups of R, and in §9 we prove cohomological properties of R, 
Using the operations between cohomology groups with coefficient group T ti(Y ) 
defined in g 10 and the properties of the difference homomorphism proved in § 11, 
we state in §12 our main theorems for ^—3 and we prove them in §13. The 
classfification and extension theorem for ^=2 is stated in §14. Finally, as a 
by-product of our methods, we prove several formulas with respect to the 
Steenrod squares, especially Sq2Sq2==Sq3Sqi.
I offer here my sincere thanks to Prof. A. Komatu and Mr. H. Toda who 
gave me kindfu] advices during the preparation of this paper.
§2. The 3-rd cyclic reduced powers
Recently N. E. Steenrod [16] has constructed a sequence of new cohomology 
operations which are called reduced p o w e r s .L e t  XI^  be the symmetric group 
on P elements, and Vp its group ring with integer coefficients. A  O-sequence in
Tp is a sequence « i , az» ..... such that ruai-i^O 3, •••)» -^nd the sum of the
coefficients of a\ is zero. Corresponding to each of such sequences we have a
sequence of reduced powers. Especially we choose a O-sequence , « 2 » ..... »
such that
« 2J-i = g - e  , , j  =  I, 2 ,..... ,
where ^ identity of I I^ , ^-=the ^-fold cyclic permutation. Then the correspond­
ing is cabled cyclic reduced powers  ^ In the following we shall only consider 
the cyclic reduced powers. Restricting ourselves to the case p=3  which is 
needed in later applications, and we shall now recall their definitions briefly. Refer 
to [16] for detailed accounts.
Let us define as follows:
K  : a finite cell complex such that the closure of any ceil is acyclic,
L : a subcomplex of K,
K^(L^y. the product complex K x K x K Q L x L x L ),
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I )  We shall use the same terminologies and notations as in [16J.
G, G' : a pair of groups such that a 3-1 inear commutative function
h : G-^G' is given,
(iiT, L : G^ : the ^-th cochain group of K  mod L with coefficients in G, 
d : the coboundary operator in cochain groups.
Then there exists a sequence of homomorphisms
D i :  Z 3 ;  { K ,  L \ G O .  ( ^ , / - 0 , 1 , 2 , ..........) ,
such that
(2.1) 8DiW = Di^VMW
for any L^ ; G 0 »  where aiW is an element of , L^ ; G O
determined by at and w (cf. §6 in [16]). Let Ui (/ =  1,2,3) be an element of 
QK, L iG^y then 5 (wiXW2XM3)=wi*W2*W3 is an element of 
QKy L ; G O -  If we put w=Ui-U2-U3 in (2.1), the right hand of (2 .1 ) is given 
explicitly as follows:
aiW =  at (Wi-W2*W3) =  + ^^U2-U -^Ui
(2.2) + (-1 )^3 (^ i4-^ 2)^^ 3.^ .^^ 2 (/ :even ),
=  (-1)^^^'^^'’^^1 ^2* ^ 3 * ^ 1 * ^ 2-2^3 (^ *: odd). 
Especially if Ui=^u2 =^u3=u  is a ^-cocycle, it follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that
ON / dDiU  ^ ~3Di^iU^ Ci: even),
 ^  ^ I -O  (/: odd).
It is obvious that DiU^ is zero on L. Therefore DtU^ is an element of 
QKy L ; GsO oi" (^ »  L ; GO according as i  is even or odd, where 
Z^^-^QKyL\G^'^Qr-^-^QKyL\G^^ is the (3 g - 0 “th cocycle group with 
coefficients in G^  = G 'j?>G'QG'"), It was proved in §7 of [16] that Diu^ is a 
coboundary if is a coboundary. Therefore a correspondence u-^DiU^ induces a 
operation of the cohomology group H^QKyL \ G) to H^'^-'^QKyL \ G3O or to 
ffsQ-i (^ Ky L ; G O  according as i is even or odd. This operation is called the 
/-fold cyclic reduction of the 3-rd power and is denoted by St^  Thus we have
St| {e.} =  {D^u} ,
where {u} is a cohomology class of a cocycle u. Then a sequence of reduced 
powers is a set of transformations such that
r 2 4^  f Sts : ^Ky L y G^--- > (^ y^ L \ G^') if i is even,
 ^  ^ I QKy L \ G^--- > QKy L ; GO if i is odd.
§3. Properties of Stf
In this section, we denote the properties of Stf which is needed in our later 
applications. First it is obvious from (2.3) and (2 .4 ) that
2) In (2.1) we consider that the right hand is zero if z—0.
3) For reasons of printing, we do not here use the notation in [16] to denote the reduced 
power.
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(C. 0) 3St? {u\ =O for any [u] £ {K , £ ; G ) .
Furthermore we have the following properties (C. 1)-(C .6)
(C. I )  StJ: (^T, L ; G )-*  ( i f ,  L ; GsO a homomorphism.
(C. 2) 7/ / ( ^ ' . L ') (^r, L ) is a contiraious map, then the commutativity
St?/* =  /*St? (feO )
fe7/</s in the diagram
St?
{K , Z : G) —^  (^ ,  Z : GsO
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/*
( J i ' , L'-, G ) — > iK ' . Z ' : GsO. 
where is the homomorphism between cohomology groups induced by f.
(C. 3) In  the diagram
St?
m  {L \ (Z  ; G/)
8* 0.3 6*bte+2
\ G ) — G / ) ,
the (jiniiycommutativity
^*St? (2^0) 
holds, where ts the coboundary operator,
(C. 4) StJ {u} is the 3-rd power o f {u] in the sense o f cup product,
(C. 5) St} is an invariance o f homotopy type.
Among these properties, (C. 2), (C.4) were proved in (8.5), (9 .1 ) in [16], 
and (C. 5) is a direct consequence of (C. 2). We shall prove (C .l) ,  (C.3).
Proof o f (C ,V ), Let u,v  be arbitrary elements of {K , L\ G). Then we 
have by the definition of St?
Stf {z/} ^  [Dtu^] , Stf {z;} =  {DiV^} 
and Stf {u-{-v] — {D i{u  + vy ]
== {Di {u  ^+ v-u'^+u*v^u-\-v‘^ -u + u'^-v-\-v-u*v-\-u*v‘^ + v^^].
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that
(3.1) {Dt(^v-u'  ^+ u-v>u + v‘^ -u + u' -^v + v*u-v^-u-v^')} ==0.
When i is odd, put w=u*v-u or v-u-v in (2.1), and use (2. 2). Then we have
-bDiAr\U*v-u =  Di (u -V-U+ V-U^+ U -^V  ^,
-SDi^i-IVU-V =  Di (^V-U-V+ u-v^-hv^-u') .
From these, (3.1) is obvious. Similarly, we can prove (3.1) for case i is 
even.
Proof o f (C. 3). Let u be an element of ( Z ; G), and let 3 denotes the
When / is odd, replace L ; G^s) by (K ,  L ; GO-
coboundary in K  or . Since we can similarly prove (C. 3) for case i  is
odd, we shall only prove it for case i is even. Using (2.1) and (2.2)
repreatedly, we have the following expressions in (i^, Z.; reduced
mod 3.
BDiU^ =  — 3D  Didu^ 
Di Qdu-u  ^+ (i - iy u -d u -u  + u^‘du')
=  Di { ( - l ) ^  du-u^-u>8u-u} - D i  {(-ly u -d u -u -u ^ -d u }
=  (  — 1)  ^D iai^ \^U • du — D ifjLi-viU'^  • du
=  Q - i y D i + i d  (u -d u -u ^ -^ (^ -V f  (u -d u -u )-~ D i^ ^ d  (^u^-du')-~dDi+i(iu^-du^ 
==Di^i { i - i y i d u y - u + { - i y - ^ ^ u - i o u y - d u - u - d u + c - i y ^ ^ u - C 8 u y }
+ (  — 1)^  dDi^i (u* du‘u  ^“  dDi-^ \ • 8iC)
=  (-l)^D j-+ i {(5w)2.2  ^+ 2^ -((5zO^  + ( “ 1)^ ^^  du-u-8u}
+ (  — I)® dDi+i(^u»dU‘U^  — 8Di+i
- =  Q - i y  Di+iat+2 C d u y - u - \ - ( i - i y  SDi^i ( u - d u - u ^ -  oDi^iQu'^-du) 
-  (-l)^D ^+2^((to)2*w ) + (-l)'^-^i dDi^2iduy-u + i - l J  dDi^^Qu-ou-u^
— 8DiAr\ (^u^*8u^
=  Q - Iy  D i+2 Qduy + ( -ly^^dDi+ziouy -u + Q - iy  8Di+iQu• 8u-w)- dDi^iQu^• du'), 
Since u-du>u and u^-du are elements of (TT  ^  ^ £3. ^nd Qduy-u is an 
element of qj{;  ^  ^ the last three terms are coboundary elements of
QK, L \ G 'y Therefore
WiU^ ^ Q -V y  D i:,2Qduy 5) 
in K  mod L  with coefficients in Gs .^ Thus it follows from the definition of d'^  that 
^*Stf {u} =  Q ~ iy  {u} in QK, L ; G/) Q. E. D.
Let I  be the interval between O and I, and let LP denotes the subcomplex 
iTxO + ^ x l  + Zx/  of K x I -  Then the cochain mapping (pQ u)=uxI 
Qu  ^ QK, L ; G) ) induces an isomorphism
0*: H^QK,L\ G )— >H^^^QKxI, 1° ; G)
[15, §25]. Furthermore, we have 
(C .6) Sth2^^ ^  (~ l)V *S t?  (& 0 )
Proof. Let /i be the 1-cocycle which attaches-hi to the oriented 1-cell (0,1), 
and let u he 2l Q-cocycle of K  -L . Then we see easily that
(3.2) UXl^ Q-Vy^^n Qux^'),
where 5 is the coboundary in K x l .
Now QL^, L x I  \G ) is the direct sum of QK x^, LxO \ G) and 
QKx l ,  L x l ; G). Therefore the operation of (C. 3) for the pair QKx /, Z °) 
maps H^QKxO, L x O ; G) into Q K xI, L^; G). By (3.2), 3^ - is equivalent 
to (-1)®+V"'" under the correspondence between K  and KxO. (C .6) now follows 
from (C. 3).
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5) a'^b denotes that a is cohomologous to b
Steenrod [16] defined the cyclic reduced powers only for a complex such that 
the closure of any cell is acycHc. Such a complex is not suitable for our 
applications. More generally, we shall define the cyclic reduced powers for any 
finite cell complex K  and its subcomplex Z, in the sense of J. H. C. Whitehead 
[22]. By Theorem 13 in [22], there exists a finite simplicial complex pair 
ZO which is of the same homotopy type as QK, L )- Let /: QK, L ) 
S- QK' y L')-^QK, L ) be cellular maps such that fg ^ h  
Then /, g  induce the cochain homomorphisms
/^: C^QK', L'\ G )---->C^QK,L\ G)
g ^ :  C ^ Q K ,L  \ G) ----- > C ^ Q K \  V  \ G )
for any q and for any coefficient group G. Let us define QK, L \ G)
QK, L ; GO by
DiU =  f  Qg^uy , u^C^Q K,L \ G^, / -0 ,1 ,2 , .- ,
where {D/} is a sequence of homomorphisms which defines {Stf} in Q K ', ZO 
Then it is obvious that DiU is an eiement of QK, L ; GsO if QK, L  ; G)
and i  is even.'^  ^ Let us define
St] [u] -= {DiU} Qi: even)
for [u] 6 QK, L ; G). Then we have
St? {u} -  /*Stf^* {uj ,
and St? {u} is independent of the choice of Q K ', ZO and {D/} in virtue of (C. 2) 
and (8.4) in [16]. Furthermore we see easily that the properties (C. 1)~(C.6) 
are true for the modified St? and for any cell complex.
Let ^ : G~->G' be a homomorphism such that 3^=0. Then we can also define 
the 3-rd cyclic reduced power by using a canonical basis {ci} for QK,  Z; Zq)'  ^
or a system {at} of independent generators of G. That is to say, define StJ {u} 
to be the cohomology class of
(3.3) lly )QgdDt^  or ^vQaj^D^u],
if W= S  S  . It can be easily proved that the class of (3.3) is
independent of the choice of {Ci} or Furthermore it will be obvious that
the cyclic reduced power defined by (3.3) corresponds to the one relative to the 
3-linear function b: G xG xG -^G ' defined by
Q^i. » f^c) =  ^ («0  if i  =  j  =  k,
■= O otherwise.
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6) f ^ g  denotes that / is homopic to g. I is the identity map.
7) In the following we denote by If^  a cyclic group of order h. Especially I q is a free 
cyclic group.
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§ 4. Squaring operations
The 2-nd cyclic reduced power Stf is also denoted by Sq^  or and is
called the Steenrod square. Let a homomorphism ^ is given, then Sq^  
is a homomorphism
(S. I )  Sq^  =  Sq,-,: {K , L ; G ) --- > L \ G^') if i is even,
m  (iT, L ; GO----> iK , L \ G ') H i  is odd.
Furthermore the following properties (S. 2)‘-(S.6) are well known [15] [25]:
(S. 2) Let f :  L ) be a map, then Sq^/^-/'^Sq, (/>_0).
(S. 3) Let denotes the same as in (C. 3), then Sq/+i '^‘^ ^^*Sqi C&O).
(S. 4) Let ^  denotes the usual cup producty then Sqo [u] =  {u] ^  {u} 
for {u} e QK, L ; G).
(S. 5) Sq*' is an invariance of homotopy type.
(S. 6) Let 0* denotes the same as in (C.6), then Sqi+i0'^=(/;* Sq^  (/>"0).
We shall now prove a supplemental property of Sq^:
Theorem (4.1). Given a homomorphism 7}:  G-^G^, then we can consider that 
Sqi is a homomorphism to Z; 2G)
(S. i y  Sqi =  Sq,-1 : QK, L ; G )--- > QK, L \ ^G^  .
Lemma (4.2). Let u be an q cocycle modh: du=hv- Then we have
Q-I
i f  h is even, and
(4.3) U ^  Q-V)^-^v-\-d [-J^v ^  u] modh,
 Z  \ Z  Q -h l /
(4.4) W  ^~  O mod h,
Q - I
i f  h is O or odd.
Proof o f Lemma 4.2. It follows from Theorem 12.5 in [15] that 
U ^ u  == (2^+1 )U (^ : an integer).Q
Therefore we have by the coboundary formula [15]
Since
we have
2 Q - i y  u  + d u ^  u  + Q - i y  d u  ( 2k -\ - l ^  d u  .
Q - I  f} Q
8 Q d u ^  u )  =  Q — i y 8 u ^ i i  — u \ ^  ^w +  ( — l)®'^i d u  ^  d u  ,
(4 .5 )  2 (  - 1 )«  W ^  u-\-2 8u  ^  U - d u  ^  d u  + Q - i y ^ ^  8Qdu ^  u')
Q - I  ^ Q-M Q -M
-= (2 k + l)8 u -
Therefore, if h is even, we have 
Q -iy u ^ u -\
Q-I
and so (4.3) is established.
i  U ^  8 ( ~ v  u) S   ^ modh,
 \ 2 Q-M / Z
8) pG (denotes the subgroup of G which consists 0% tt^ e elemept such that its order is p,
If h is odd, it follows from (4.5) that
2 ( —I =  O mod h,
d-\
and so we have (4.4)
Proof o f Theorem 4.1. Let {cf} be a canonical basis for QKj L ; Iq ) and 
let dc^=hid1 '^ ,^ where {di} is a part of the canonical basis for L\ I q)-
I f  U =  g iC ]  C g i  ^ G )  is  an element of Z® (iT , L ; G), then we have
i
U ^ u  =  WC?
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<
_
(4.6) -^1 * ' '- I , ,  , .
=  S  k - iy v [ - % g i ]v i+ 8 [7 i [4 ^ g ,
j^=even=|=0
^  Ui
Q+l2
Since  ^ e gG', Theorem 4.1 follows easily from (4.6).
We shall next explain the modifications and Sq* of the Steenrod square. 
Let G and G' be arbitrary abelian groups, and let j' be a map of G in G' 
satisfying the following conditions:
4^ 7 )  i )  /'( r^) =  r (-^ r ),  g e G ,
i i )  r ig i+ 8 2 ) =  r ig i)+ r (ig z ')+ lg i, g 2]> gi> g 2 ^G .
where , gzj is a bilinear function defined G xG  with values in G '. Then 
we can define the Pontrjagin square
(4.8) 5Pi: H'‘ iK , L ; G) — H '^' (_K. L ; GO for even q, 
and the Postnikov square
(4.9) ■ H “ CR, L-, G ) — > iK ,  L ; G ') for any q.
Let U^ Z “ QK, L', G), and let M= S L i  (£■« 6 G), using a canonical basis 
{ct} of C® ( i f ,  L ; Io)- Then §Pi {m} , $0  are respectively the cohomology 
classes containing cocycles:
PiM = J ^ iT ig i) Cci'^ci + ci'--;^  8c i) + ^ \^gi, g j '] 'c ( '^ c j,
PoU =  J2 i r( g i)(c i-^ s c i') ^
[8], [24], [25]. Suppose that G is finitely generated, and that {««} is a system of 
independent generators of G. Then m can be represented by S* ««««, where 
Ui { K , L ; I q). Define p^ u, PqM to be cochains
PiM =  Y hr{a t)-{u f^U i + Ui-^ 8ui) + '^ {a i,  a i] u i^u s ,
PoM =  S i r ( « i )  Ui ^  Siii.
Then we can prove that
{ « }  =  {Pi«} . { « }  =  {PoM}
[8]. Thefollowing properties (P. 1)-(P.4) were proved by J. H. C. Whitehead 
[24], [25]:
(P. I )  5Pi is not necessarily a homomorphism, but satisfies
5Pi ( {M} + {^;}) =  5Pi {M} + 5Pi {z;} + {M} W {z;} .
where \u\y \v\  ^ L ; G ) aitd a group pairing in ^  is taken from the
function [ ^ i , ^2]- 
$0  is ^ homomorphism-
(P. 2) For a map Z), we have (/=0, I).
(P. 3) Let he the same operator as in (C .3), then we have 
(P. 4) 2^^,{u} =
2^0 M  -O  f o r {u } e H \ K ,L ;  G).
The followings (P. 5), (P. 6) can be proved easily.
(P. 5) 1) is an invariance of homotopy type.
(P. 6) Let (p^  be the same as in (C. 6), then we have ^i(p^{u} {u}
for M  \ G).
Finally we note the following fact. Assume that G==In, and 
where V(^In)=Ih if /2 is O or odd and=/27^ if h is even. Then we can define 
y : G-^G' satisfying (4. 7) by putting
.4  / ' ( « )  =  m o d r a o .
\m,7i\=2mn  m od r(ift ), m ,n k lh -
Thus we can define % : H \ K ,L  - {K , L\ r (/ ft )) («= 0 , I).  This
Pontrjagin square can be also explained as follows [24]: Let {u} € QK, L ; //^ ) 
be the element represented by a cocycle (K ,  I ; Then du and
u ^ u + u ^ 8 u  are cocycles of K  mod L with coefficients in r(2/i), and the 
cohomology classes of these cocycles are respectively.
Let 7] :  G-^Gz' be a homomorphism. Then, modifying the methods in [14] 
and [24], we can define as follows an operation
(4.11) S tt, -  (iT, Z ; G )--- > (^ ,  Z ; GO
for any q and any odd i<^q. Let {cj} be a canonical basis for C ^ {K ,L  \ 7q)»
and let w= S  Sicj (^gj € G) be an element of QK, L ; G).
Define
(4.12) q * ( « )=  S  - r t i g i ) ' ^  ^  rci\ ,
hj-^^ or even «-«+1 ^ <^ -«+2
where y^CgjY^G'' is an arbitrary representative of y^Qgj), and dcj^O (mod hj). 
Then we can prove by the coboundary formula in [15] that (w ) belongs to 
Z^^  ^QK, L ; GO and its cohomology class in independent of the choice of the 
representative of T ^ Q gand the canonical basis for QK, L ; io)* Corresponding 
{u] to {c\^ Qu^ }, we have the operation Sq^_^. The following properties can be 
proved easily:
(S. I )  Sq« is a homomorphism.
(S. 2) For a map f :Q K \  V)-^QK, Z), .
(S. 3) For the coboundary operator , Sq^+i^*=5*Sq^,
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CS. 4) 2S^^-0.
(S. 5) Sq^  is an invariance of homotopy type.
(S. 6) Let be the same as in (C.6), then .
§5. The suspension of a space
Let /T be a complex and let Ay B be two different points which are not in
O
K . We then denote by K  the join of K  with these points A, B. Therefore 
i f  is a complex which is obtained by contracting K x l  and K x ( r e s p e c t i v e ly  
to the points A, B in the product space K x  I, where I  is the interval between 
I  and - I .  Thus a point of K  has coordinates (a:, 0» where x ^ K , f e i -  
Especially the coordinates of A, B are respectively I ) ,  (x, - I ) ,  where x is
O
arbitrary. In the following, we shall refer to K  as the suspension of K - We 
shall establish in this section cohomological and homotopical properties which
O
hold between K  and K ,
Let Ky L be the join of K  with A, B respectively. Then with Steenrod 
(§11 in [15]) we have isomorphisms;
d^: H \ K ;  G) ,
.5  h*: QK, L ;G )!= t , K  , G ) ,
A*: H"+! ; G) ^  ( ^ . -B; G ) .
/=K; \ G ).
where and are isomorphisms induced by the inclusion maps. If we
put  ^=  , we have a isomorphism
(5.2) 0: H^QK; G) ,
and the following property is obvious from (C. I),  (C. 2) and (C. 3).
(C. 7) In  the diagram
St?
H'‘ iK ,G ')  ; G/:)
4  0 Stf.,
G )--- Ga').
the {antiycommutativity
Stf^20=(-l)^+^«4St?
holds fo r any integer «1^ 0.
Similarly, as for Sqj we have
(S. 7) Sq«+i0 =  0Sq«, («^ 0 ),
{see §11 in [15]), and further 
(S. 7y Sqo  ^=  O
(S. 7)' is proved as follows; Let {u\ 6 {K  ; G ) be an element represented 
by U  ^Z^C K ; G). and let 5=i=: H \ K  ; K ; G) be the same one as
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in (5.1). If we denote by d the coboundary in K , we have Sqo^* {u} =  {du^du} 
reduced mod. 2 , and du^ou = dQu^du), where u^du is a cochain in K - K .  
Thus it is obvious that =0, and so Sqo0 WI =O by (5.2).
As for the operation , Sq* we have by (P. 3)
(P. 7)
(S. 7) Sqi+10 0Sqj for any odd q — i
O
Suppose that h: be any map. Since  ^ is considered as S '^, a
point of has coordinates (^ p, t), where , t^ I ,  We shall now define a
map Eh : by
Eh (^ p, O =  Qh^P). 0 .
Eh is called the suspension of h.
O O  O O O
Let /Tl, K 2 be copies of K , and let the copies of a point QXfO^K  in K i 
and K 2 be denoted by (x, O i» (^» O2 respectively. Define K i^  K 2 to be a complex
0
which is obtained by identitying Qx, - l ) i  and Qxyl^z in K iV jK z- Suppose that
0 0  0
P : K —*K\\iK% is a map such that
p ix ,t') =  (^x,2t-\\, X i K ,
=  (x ,1 -202 , X i K ,
O
Suppose further that y  is a complex and /1 , /2 : K~>Y  are arbitrary maps such 
that / 1  (:^ o , O = 3^ 0 » /2  C^ o » 0=yo  .^ny t, and that F  : K^y K 2r^Y  is a map
defined as follows:
F iix ,  O2)  = /2 (^ , 0 .
0
Then we define a sum ( / + ^ ) : K -^Y  as a map F  0 p. Ths following is a direct 
consequence of the definitions [19].
Lemma (5.3). Let h: S^ -^^K be a map. Then we have
{ ( / 1  + /2) 0 (^^ ')} =  { / 1  0 (^/2)} + { /2  ° (^ /? ') 1 » 
where \g] donotes the homitopy class of a map and + of the right
hand denotes the sum in the homoiopy group.
Finally we notice that the sum of maps defined above inducss the sum 
of the homotopy group in the usual sense when ^  is a sphere.
^6. Cohomological properties in l:lie complex
In the space of 4-ples of complex numbsr [ o^» 1^» 2^» %]» not all zero, two 
such 4-ples \zq , Z i, 2^ » 3^]» » -2''» -3 ]^ are said to be equivalent if there
exists a complex number k such that Zi ^ ^kzt\i-=0,1, 2, 3). The set of equivalence
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9) We denote by an w-sphere.
10) Xi^^K, y^j^Y are arbitrary fixed points.
classes forms a 6-dimensional orientable manifold known as the complex 
projective space [17]. In M^, Z2=Zs=0 defines a 2-sphere and ;?3 = 0  define a 
plane MJ. Suppose that a 5-sphere is a set I ^o l I ^ i l 2 + I22I i n  the 
space of three non-homogenuous complex variables (;2o, Z i, 22). Define ^4 : 
to be a map such that
4^ (^o» , Z2)  =  Izo, Zi , Z2]  .
Then a representation of as cell complex composed of four cells 
is obtained as follows:
^  e {^Je [^Je^\Je ,^
where forms with a 2-sphere is attached to by the Hopf map
7^ 2: , and is attached to by the map ^4 : .
This can be proved by the same way as in [15].
As for cohomology of , it is obvious that
(M^ ; /0)  =  O if  ^ is odd or > 6,
=  I q it q is even and < 6.
and a cohomology class of a (?-cocycle is a generator of H \M ^  , I q)
if q is even and <.6. Furthermore the 3-fold cup product {e^  QO')}^{e^ (^ 0)\
w {^2 ( 0 ) }  generates I q), so that {^2 (^ o) } ^ { ^ 2  (^o)} (^ 0 ) } reduced
mod 3 is a generator of (M ^ ; / 3 ). Therefore the following Lemma is obvious 
from (C. 4).
Lemma ( 6.1). In  , we have
St|{^2 ( 0 )}
where s = + l  or -1 .12)
Define to be the suspension of . Then is a complex such that
M7 =  e^Vje^{Je [^Je' ,^
where the 3 cell e^  forms with tlie point e^  a 3-sphere , the 5-celI e^  is attached 
to by an essential map ^3 = £’(^2) :  >S3,13  ^ and the 7-cell is attached to 
S3\J^  ^ by the map . Then (C. 7) and Lemma 6.1 imply
Lemma (6.2). We have in
Let now Mg be the suspension of the complex projective plane M q . Then 
the following (6,3), (6.4) were proved by H. Toda [19].
(6.3) We can choose as a generator of TTs(Mq) a class o f a map C4 :
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11) In general, we shall denote by (h ) a ^-cochain which takes I mod h on an oriented
cel I e^ ,
12) Throughout this paper, £ denotes -1-1 or - I .
13) Let fn'> be an arbitrary map. Then we shall denote by fn^rh'’ 
the ^-fold suspension of /^.
defined as follows \ C4 maps (^E\ , in (M ^ , S2)  by the relative Whitehead
product [ « 2 » 4^]?*» where i  ^\ and i^  \ S%')- (^^e ,^ e'^ ') are the
identity maps. And C4 maps E i  in by a null-homotopy in o f the 
Whitehead product { i^, i{]-
(6.4) £^ C4 : is homotopic to e«s, where a :^ is an essential 
map constructed by Blaker-Massey [2],
On the other hand, it is well known that 715 (M o )  is a free cyclic group generated 
by ?4 [17]. Thus we have
( 6 .5) f  5 =  £^^4 eEZ  ^^  £«3 •
Let be a complex
=  e^ \Je^ \Je^ \Je'^ ,
where e^  forms with e^  a 3-sphere , e^  is attached to by the essential map 
t5>3 : , and e'^  is attached to by the map « 3 : . Then it follows
from (6.5) that M'  ^and are of the same homotopy type. Thus the following 
Lemma is obtained from (C. 5) and Lemma 6. 2.
Lemma ( 6 . 6 ). We have In M'^
Stl {^3(0)1 {^ 7 (3)1 .
Define to be a cell complex:
^ 7  =  goygsyg? ,
where the 3-cell e^  forms with the point a 3-sphere , and the 7-cell e'^  is 
attached to by the map « 3 : . Then we have
Lemma ( 6 . 7). I t  holds in that
St|{g3(0)} == ,{g7 (3 )}.
Proof. Let /: be the inclusion map. Then we have
ri<St| {^ 3 ( 0 )} ^  SC?/* {^ 3 ( 0 )} ^ St^  {g3 ( 0 )} ,
rM ^K3)} = (g K 3 )} .
Since
Sti {^KO)l =£ {^K3)} in M 7 
from Lemma 6 .6, we have
Stl {g3 ( 0 )} -  e {g7 (3 )} in ^7 . q. e. D.
Starting with the complex i?7  ^ define inductively a sequence of cell 
complexes. Define to be the suspension of ^ 7 , the suspension of , etc.. 
In general, ^^+4 {q the ( 7^ - 3 )-fold suspension of 12'^ . Then it is obvious that 
j^ »*-h4 (^^^3 ) is represented as cell complex:
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14) Suppose that is the suspension of S^. Then the following notations are used:
£ ” +1 and 5 ? ^ - {(^ , O I * e ,
t -  toi,
where g” forms with an ^^ -sphere S” , and is attached to by the map 
an\ (C .7) and Lemma 6.7 imply
Lemma (6.8). We have in
stL-4 {g"(0 )} ^£ {r'-^H 3)} 02^3).
Let v^  \ be the Hopf map, and let vn\ be the (^2-4)-fold
suspension of V4(^^4). Then it is known [12], [19] that
(6.9) {pn} is a generator of tt^+sCS'*) and is o f order 24 (n '^5),
(6.10) K l  -  2e {^4 (^2^5),
(6.11) {i^ 4} /5 of infinite order and {a^ is o f order 12.
Define now (^ ^ 4 ) to be a cell complex
where e'^  forms with e^  an ^^ -sphere S'*, and is attached to by the map 
Vn : . Then we have
Theorem (6.12). It  holds ijt
Sti_, {e- (0 )} ^  e {e-^^ (3 )} (/?^4).
Proof, i ) 7?I>5. From (6.10), it may be assumed in that is
attached to by the map 2an: . Let /  be a map of to such
that /1S” represents a map in S’* of degree 2, and / | is a homemorphism
onto —S^. Then it follows from (C. I )  and (C. 2) that
/*St|._4, {g "(0 )} -  S t ] , . {g"(0 )} =  St|,.,2 {^ "(0 )} -  23t|.^4 {£^(0)} ,
/* {g"^4(3)} =  {^^^4(3)} .
Since
St^.., {g"(0 )} = e {g -^ * (3 )}
from Lemma 6.8, we have
2S ti...{6 "(0 )}-£ {6 -^^^ (3 )},
and so
St|^ ,^ , {e^  (0)} -  2s (3 )} -  £ (3 )} in fj^^4. 
ii ) n=:4. If we put
StI {e^O)} =  A {e «(3 )} . 
where A is an integer reduced mod 3, we have in i2s
StH^HO)} ^ek {69(3)} 
by (C. 7). Thus from the first part of tliis proof, wa have
e/e e|e 0 mod. 3,
and so
Stl (0 )} -  £ (3 )} in . Q. E. D.
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It can be proved by the same way as in ^19 of [15] that is a 
representation as cell complex of the quaternion projective plane, and so
(6.13) {^^0 )} W {^4(0)} {^ « (0 )}.
Therefore we have
(6.14) Sqo {^ 4 (0 )} == {^ 8 (2 )} in .
It is obvious that is the (72-4)-foId suspension of , Therefore (S. 7)
and (6.13) imply
Theorem (6.15). We have in
Sq.-4 {^^"(0)} =  {6--^4(2)} n>A,
Theorem (6.16). We have in
Sq.-4 K '(0 ) }  --=O ^^4.
Proof. Since j?® is the suspension of X?' , we have 
(6.17) Sqo {^ 4 (0 )} ^  Sqo0 (0 )} ^  O
by (S , iy  in  ^5, where e^  {e '^) is the 3(4)-cell in (i2«). Since is the 
(72 —4)-fold suspension of , Theorem 6.16 is obvious from (6.17) and (S. 7). 
Furthermore we have 
Theorem (6.18).
i ) {e^ (0)} -  e {^ 8 (0)} in ,
ii ) {e4 (0)} =O in , (Cf. (4.10).
Proof. Since we have by the definition of
{^n o )} -  {^no)} v .{^4 (0 )} 
in  ^ I ) is obvious from (6.13).
Since is the suspension cf , we have
(0 )} =  $10 {^ 3 (0 )} = 0$o (0 )}
by (P. 7) in §5. Since we have In 5'^
$0 {^HO)} -O  
by the definition of » ii )  is obvious.
 ^7. Definition of a complex (^ )
Let A^=I, 2, 3, 4 and let be O or a power of a prime. For each k, h and an 
integer n, we shall define an (;? + i '^)'dimensional cell cemplex R^Qh) in this 
section. Notice that the (^  + /)-skelton of RnQh^ y ^RnQ^^Y^^ * is Rh(^h) (/^1). 
It w ill be proved in §8 that
m (^ Rn Qh') ) -= O for O^ic^i and - f  ^
T tn iR lW ^  =  I k -
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15) TCO (-X')=--0 denotes that X  is aicwise connected.
A  )  The case h=Q.
I )  R l (O) = S^, an ^-sphere 
I I )  where is attached to i? i(0 ) by the
essential map y^ ni
I l l )  (0)=i?2 (^^3), where is attached to Rn (^ O') by a map
(On+2 : S”'+2^i?2(0) defined as follows: Let co+: a
map of degree 2 . Then (O) represents 2 ^nd so
is null-homotopic in S” . Map to S'" by this null-homotopy,i6) then
we obtain a mc^ p of S^+2 in 2^2 (^ q) which is an extension of o)^  . This map is
0)nAr2 • It is obvious that
(7.1) o)n-¥2 can be taken as the (;^?-5)-fold suspension of ^5 : S--^RKQ')
IV )  i )  (O)=J?^ (0)U^!?‘^ (^^?_^5), where is attached to S'^C.RK^^ by
the map vn : .
ii )  jR| ( 0)=i?| (O)U^SU^^ » where el are attached to S^Ci^KO) by the 
maps V4 : S^-vS^, « 4 : S' -^^S4 respectively.
B )  The case h=2^, where p is an integer
I )  ( 2^ )=S”Ue”'*‘  ^(^ ^ 1 )» where 6” +^  is attached to by a map of 
degree 2^.
I I )  R?X2^)=RiQ2^')Ue^-^^(in'^2') where 6^+2 is attached to C R l by 
the essentia] map
I I I )  Rl(2^^=-Rl(2^)\Je^^^\Je^^^{v':>?^, where el-^  ^ is attached to 2?2(0) 
C R l(2 ^ ) by themapctwa: (0)» and is attached to Rl(2^')CRl{2^^ 
by a map ^n+i(2^): (2^) defined as follows:
Let  ^  ^ in+i^ essential map. Then
Ci^^(2^) represents {2 '^^ }^, and so is null-homotopic in S'*. Map
in S'* by this null-homotopy,i^^ then we get a map of S'*'*'^  in i?^(2^) which is 
an extension of . This map is ,^*+1 ( 2^). It is obvious that
(7.2) Vn+i(2^) can ba taken as the (^ -3 )-fo ld  suspension of ^4 ( 2^): 
R^2^),
IV )  i )  (2)=i?|(2)U^?'^'^U^w'^^(^.^4), where is attached to 
(2 ) by the map v :^ and is attached to R^ (2 )[J e ^ ^CR^ (2 )
by a map ^n+s (2 ):  defined as follows: Let to+(2 ):
, ,^^ +3) be a map of degree 2, and let (2 ): (^2"-3, S ^ " ) 
-^(e^+2 , gw-i-2)  be an essential map. Then o5+ ( 2 )lS|+2 . S|*^ 2^ jf^ 2 (-2 )  represents 
2 fe + i (2 ) }  and a?-( 2 )] S^’^ 2 . represents {yinoy^ n-^ i}- It is known [ I ]
that 2fy^+i(2) and r^noyjn i^ are homotopic in (2). Map £’q'^ | in (2 ) by an 
arbitrary one of this homotopy. Together this with cc+ (2 ) and (2), we get
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16) This nuil-homotopy is arbitrarily taken. See the last of this section.
a map of i?2 . This irap is a'^+3 (2). Notice tbat ^^+3 ( 2 )  can
be also defined for n=3. Therefore if we denote it by £o6 (2), it follows easily 
that
(7.3) CVoiAr?, (2^ can be taken as the (;?-3)-fold suspension of 556(2).
ii ) ( 2^)==i?I (^^4. j^>2 2^ ), where is attached to
S”'Ci?,^2^) by the map V7^ : and is attached to
Rl(2^ ') be a map defined as follows: Let 5)4 ( 2^):
n^+2) be a map of degree 2. Then o;+ (2^)lSr“ : 
( 25 )^ represents 2{^^+i(2^)}. Since 2]^^+i(2^) is null-homotopic in 
Rn (2^) [7], let us map in R\ (2^) by this null-homotopy.i^) Then we have
a map of in (2^)U^?'^^ which is an extension of a+ (2^). This map is 
c^Vi+3 ( 2^). ^n+3 ( 2^) can be also defined for 72=3, and
(7 .4 ) t?n+3 (2^) can be taken as the (/2- 3 )-fold suspension of cD6 (2^).
C )  The case /^=3 ,^ where p is an integer ^ l .
I )  (3^ )=S”U^” '^  ^(^ ^ 1 ), where is attached to S” by a map of 
degree 3 .^
I I )  Rl{3^ ) =  Rl(3^') =  Rl{3^y
III )  i )  R^ (3^  ^=  R^ , (^^5), where is attached to S^CRl (3^)
by the map
i i )  (3^)U^vU^2» where are attached to by
the map 1^ 4 : , « 4 : S respectively.
D )  The case h = r^, where r is a prime =4^2, 3 and p is an integer ^ l .
I )  R l (r^) =  S^U^”^^  (C ^ l),  where is attached to S'* by a map of degree
I I )  Rlir^^=^RlO-n = R lir^ \
I I I )  i )  R i i r n = R l i r n  in >3 )
ii )  jR| (r^) =  -Rl (r^)Ue?, where is attached to S ^ C by the 
map V4 : .
As is seen easily, R l(h ^  (^=1,2,3; h: arbitrary), Rh(2n  can be taken as 
the (??-4)-fold suspension of R^ Qh), i?|(2^), and i?^(0), R^ Qr^ (H -2 ) can be 
taken as the (72-5)-fold suspension of i?|(0),
In each of the definitions of the maps cow+2 » (2^). ^^+3 (2^), we used 
an arbitrary homotopy between the maps which are homotopic. Therefore if we 
use different homotopies, we shall obtain different complexes. However we 
shall prove in the last of g 8 that
(7.5) The homotopy type of R l (/?) is independent of the choice of homotopies 
which are used in the defin'.tions , ijn+\ ( 2^), 0-^+3 ( 2^).
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A )  Rf,
gw+4 g8
C )
g'M-hl gW-[-4 g8 eS g8
2 2
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'-Q
V C — > S ^ < ------- — > S ^ ----> S ^  <
c«^5) Cw=^ 4;
B )  2?^  (2^)
ew + 4— 
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D )
g«+4 I 6»"^ +I e5 gB
I
e^ -i-2 
g« + i I
n
2
----> ^
2 I
( 2
V 'O -M V
II
2^
------------ ^ S^ <— S n
C«^4, p'^2) 
Fig. I.
(w^5)
§ 8. Homotopy groups of (^).
In this section we shall calculate the ^-th homotopy group of Rn (/?) for
Let R n W  be an (infinite) cell complex such that TtnQRnW^=In and 
TCi (^RnQh')') =  O for Eilenberg-MacLane [6. I l l ]  gave a method to calculate
all homology groups of such a complex. Follwing them, we denote by Ap^(Zz) 
the (w +  z - l ) " S t  homology group of RnQh'). For h^\ 0,  w e  have the following 
table of Refer to [6], [19] for h=0.
(8. 1)
n I 2 3 4 5
O W O W O W
I C//) 0 , 2h) (Jh 2) (^ 2 , 3^)
2 W 0 iK  2) ih> 2) QK 3)
3 W 0 {h, 2) C ,^ 2) C^,3) +  (/?2, 2h)
W 0 ih , 2) iK  2) Qi, 3 ) 2 )
Table I :  (/f).i7)
We assume that (i?J; (/z))=0 can be proved for 0^i<y i and n<Ci^n + k. 
Then, by attaching a number of cells to (/?), we can construct R^ Qh) such 
that the (^+A)-skelton of R n W  is R l W  [21].
17) (/?) denotes a cyclic group of order h, and (/, 7/2) denotes a cyclic group whose order 
is the greatest common number of I and 7n.
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Consider tLe exact sequence of J.H. C. Whitehead for Rnih') [24]:
7 T , 4-1 (/?))-- (/?))-- TT,
where is the image of /: 7r« ((2?w(/?))'“ ^ ) Tr^ ((i?7z(/?))0- Since
TTf (i?n (^ ))= 0  for we have
for &W4-1. It is obvious from the defniticn that F* (^ ))=  ((^w (^0)0» 
and so
because (i?^( / ? ) ) = C )^- Putting i^n-\-h we have especially
iR l (/?.)) ^  AgTl (/ )^ for .
Thus the following was proved.
Lemma (8.2). I f  (i?j^(/2))=0 for and the image o f
i  : TTn+fc (/^ Oy'^ TTTi+fc (i?w(/2) )  is isomoTphic onto Ag+K^) (^^1)-
We constructed RlQh) from R%-'^{h') by attaching the several (^+^)-cells 
Let be an (;  ^+ AO-cell which is a subset of e^U'^nt and which 
contains the 0-cell Let and X  =^Rl { h ' ) - • Theni I
we have
Lemma (8.3). Consider the diagram
a
7rz(<5^ +S £^+^)--- > TTz-I ( f ’*+^ )
4  a
TiiiR iiy i). — ->71^ -1 ( X ) , 
where d is the boundary operator and k, W are homomorphisms induced by the 
inclusion map. Then it holds that
i )  k'd=dh
ii )  k is isomorphic onto i f  l^2n + k -3 , and homomorphic onto i f  l<2n^-h- 2,
iii )  ;T3 iR i  (/ )^, X)^7T', iR l (/ )^, Rl-^ (/^)), 7T3-1 (X)^TT,-! iR^^ (/z)).
Proof, i )  is obvious, iii) follows from that R^-'^ih') is a retract of X.
i i )  is proved as tollows: Consider the homotopy sequence for (X , then
we can find easily that m iX , ^^+^)=0 for i^ n -1 .  Therefore it follows from 
Theorem I  in [2] that the triad homotopy group TTiiRHh), 6”'^ ’^ , X )^ 0  for 
i^2n-\-k-2. Then ii) follows from the exactness of the triad homotopy sequence 
for iR l ih ) ,  X ).
It is obvious that m (i?J^(/z))=0 for i<in, and that uniRnih^^ is a cyclic group 
of h. A  generator of KniRnih)) is the class of the identity map ini 
(ZRnih)- As for the (72+l)-st homotopy group, it is well known that 
TZn^iiRliO))= 2 > 7t^ +i iR li^^ )) =  n} 2 and Tin+iiRlir^)) =Q i r  : a prime 4-^ 2).
18) {a ]r  shows a cyclic group such that the class of the map a is a generator whose order 
is f,
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Therefore it is obvious from the definition of that 3T»+i for
any k^2  and h.
Theorem (8.4). We have the following table \
Table 2
iei (2^)
C«^3) {y\n ° y)w + l}2 { “w + 2}oo O
{?i.,+i C2)}4
«.4-1 C2^ )}2
C«^5) {vw}24 {v«}l2 {Vw}6
{^ 7Z+1 (2^) O y)w+2}2 
+ {%}« ^
i?2 (2^) (2^) R i  /-1,2,3
7tn+2
Cw^3)
{^ .+ i ( 2^)}2 
+  {ww + 2}oo
O O 0
ttw + 1 (2^) ° '/1w+2}2 
+  {Vw}f
{^ >^W+3 (2^ )}cx3 
+  {Vw}2 W s 0
Proof. A ) 7T.^2(i?^(0)) (^.^3), 7r.^3(i^^(0)) (^>3 ). Refer to [19].
B ) i )  ;r„+2 ( i ? i ( 2^)) Refer to [ I ] ,  [7].
i i )  ;rn «(i?^ (2^))
Consider the exact sequence
;r„+3 iR l  (2“’) . Rl (2^)) ^  ^  QRl ( 2^))
jn+2 9«+I 
---- > 7tn*2 Q R l (2*>) , R l  (2^ )) ^  ;r„+i { R l  (2 ^ )) .
then it follows from Lemma 8.3 that the image of 0„+2 is a group generated by
and 0„+i is onto, and that «-«+2 (-R»(2®). Rl(_2^')')^l. Thus we find
from B ) i )  that 7t„+2 ( i? I (2*’) ) « ^ /2  + / and the independent generators are
{ f « + i ( 2^)} and {<»m+2}-
i i i )  K„^2(Rli2‘>)) (wSs3).
From the definition of i?*(2*’), it is obvious that ;in+2 (i?^ (2® ))= 0.
C ) i )  nn*2iRl(2^-)) in>3\
Coiisider the exact sequence
9ji+3 *^m+3 jn+Z
Ttn^ , CRl (2 ») . S”)  —^  (S ”) — > CRl (2^ ))----> .^+3 CRl C2n . S”)
3 m + 2
----> 7T„+2 CS”) .
Itfollows from Lemma 8.3 and 7t„+3 (S^)=Ivm] 24 and n-n+2 C S ^ )= { v n ° v »+ i }2  that 
the image of 0 „+s is generated by 2  ^{v„} and d„+2 is trivial. Moreover we see
* ) S is the min (3, /))-th power of 2.
** ) / is the min (2, p )-th  power of 2.
that 7Tw+3 (2^)» S”) ^ / 2  and ;„+3 {^n+i (2^) ° ''^ n+2] can be taken as its generator. 
Since we have
2 n+i (2 ) O 77^ +2} =  {^ ’n 0 ^ n+1 o =  12 {vn} =O in (2 ) for P = I*  
and 2 {^„+1 (2^) o =  {2?n-»-i (2^) o ^ „^2} =O in R l (2^) for ^>2
[I ] ,  [7], [19], we can find easily that
TTw+s (2^)) =  {l^ re} (3, i’) + {*^ n+l (2^) O ^n+2] 2 •
i i )  7r.-^2(i^.K2^)) (^^5).
Consider the exact sequence
9^ +3 +3
7r.-^ 4 ( .R l (2^) , R l  (2^ )) — > 7t.^ 3 (2 ^ ) )---- > tt.^s i R l  (2^ ))
7r.-^ 3 (i??. (2^) , R l  (2^)) 7r.-^ 2 ( .R l (2^)) •
It follows from Lemma 8.3 and B i)  that 6*^ +2 is isomorphism into, and that 
the image of is generated by {yjn  ^ ® ^«+2} =  {12 Thus /^+3 is onto, and 
7T„4-3(^n(2 )^) is generated by and {^„+1 (2 )^o'j^ .^^ 2}» t^ ecause of C) i). Moreover 
it is obvious that the orders of {vw} and {^w+i(2^) 0 yjn^ }^ in R l(2^ )  are respectively 
2 'nin CP, 2) g^d 2. Thus we have
7Tn+S (Rn (2^)) =  {v'w} 2»««^  2) + {“^ n+l (2^) o ^n+2} 2 •
i i i )  7r.+3(ie^(2^)) (^^5).
Consider the exact sequence
7t.^ 3 ( R l  (2^)) ^  7r.+3 (R^  (2^)) ^  7t.^ 3 (2^) , R l  (2^))
9/3+2 in + 2
----> 7r.+ 2 ( R l  (2^)) — > 7T.+3 ( R l  (2^)) .
It follows from B ) iii) that is onto and 7Tw+3 (2^)» i?n(2^))«i^o + ^ o*
Moreover we see that the image of j^+s is a free cyclic group whose generator 
is a class of a map which covers with degree 2. Thus we can take 
jn +3 (On+s (2^) as its generator. On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 8. 2 
that the image of 4 + 3  is isomorphic onto (2^ )?:5^ Z2 • Since /„+3 1 (2^) 
oTy„+2} is zero, it follows from C) ii) that the image of /„+3 is generated by 
4+3 {pn} whose order is 2. Thus it is established that
7Tn+3 ( 2 ^ ) )  =  2 +  {o-^n+3 (2^)}oo
D) i )  ;r„+2(i?^(3^)) C^^5, /^1,2,3).
It is well known that 7:^+2 (i?^3^))=0  [7].
ii )  7Tn+3 (Ri. (3^)) (722^ 5, 2, 3).
Consider the exact sequence
*n+3 A +3  9n+2 ^n+2 
7Tn+3 ( S " ) ------> 7T. + 3 ( 3 ^ ) ------>7T.+3 ( R l ( 3 ^  » S « ) ------>;r.+2 ( S " ) ------>7T.,+2 ( R K ^ ^ )  •
It follows from Lemma 8. 2 and D) i) that the image of in+s is isomorphic onto 
A5~\3^)=/3 , and that dn+z is onto. Since 7rn+ (^Rl(S )^y S”);=^/2 , dn+2 is isomorphic 
onto, and so /„+3 is trivial. Thus we have tt^ +s (3^))-= .
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E) i )  7T„+2 (i?U O )=0  .
ii )  7t„+3 (iS* (r®’) ) = 0  (w ^5, z = l ,  2, 3. r : a prime =!=.2,3). 
i )  is well known [7]. ii) can be proved by the way similar to those used in 
D) ii). In that case, both /«+3 and /„+3 are trivial
Corollary (8.5).
Tti (i?,^;(/?))=0 for and n^i<Cn^k (w^5, k=l, 2, 3, 4),
TtnCRlW^=I?. ^
These follows immediately from the definition of RIC^^ and Theorem 8.4.
Theorem (8.6). W e have 
A ) 7T7(i?I(0))={v4}oo+ W 3 . 
B )  7T7 CRl (2^)) -= {V4} 2P + 1 + {^7 (2^)} ^  ,
C )  7 r 7 ( i ? I ( 3 ^ ) ) - { v 4 } 3 ^ + { a 4 } 3 .
D ) 7T7 CRl C'T^T)= { 1^ 4} C^  : a prime 4-2, 3).
Proof- A ) Refer to [19]. 
Before we proceed to prove B), C), D), we shall first prove that
(8.7) n, CRlCh'). SO ^ /2 Ch ^
Consider the diagram
B
7T8 CRl Ch) . 65 , X )  --- > ;T7 (65 , 65)
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P t(^d P '
TTs ( 6 5  , 6 5 )  ®  7T4 ( X  , ^ 5 ) ---> TTs ( 6 5  , ^ 5 )  ®  7T3 (<?5)
where p, are the relative Whitehead product, and 0  is the tensor product. 
Then p is isomorphic onto and the commutativity (/ 0  6>) p holds [19].
Therefore d is trivial, because of 7T5( 65, 6S) 0  7^3 (65)=0. Thus it follows from 
the exactness of the triad homotopy sequence for (i?^(/^), 65, X )  that i : Tti (65, 
- T^C-jCRlCh)> X )  is isomorphic onto. Since izqCRlCh'), 65, X )= 0 , i is furthermore 
isomorphic onto. Thus we have TnCRlCh)* and so
TtiCRlCh), SO ^ /2 .
B) Consider the exact sequence
717 (SO 717 CRl ( 2 " ) )  7T7 CRl ( 2 ^ )  » SO 7T6 (SO •
Then it follows from Lemma 8.3 and ( 8.7) that is trivial. Thus we see that 
7T7 (i?4( 2^)) is generated oy {^4}, [a ]^ and {?s ( 2^) 0 
Consider next the exact seqtience
7T7 CRl ( 2^ )  717 CRl ( 2^)) 7T7 (i?I ( 2^) , Rl ( 2^)) 7T6 CRl ( 2^)) .
Then it follows from B ) i) and Lemma 8.3 that 6*6 is isomorphic into. Therefore 
i'l is onto. Thus 7r7 ( i ? | ( 2 ^ ) )  is generated by {^ 4 } ,  { « 4} and {^ 6 0 •^5( 2 ^ ) } .
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Finally we consider the exact sequence
7T7 (i?| (2^ )) 7T7 m  (2^)) 7T7 (2") , R\ (2 ^ )  ^6 {R\ (2^0) *
Then it follows from Lemma 8 .2 that the image of /7  is isomorphic onto A l (2^ ’)  
=^^ l2 P+i (see (8 .1 )). Since {?s (2^)} is zero in !^4 ( 2 ^), {^5 ( 2^) 0 ^5} is zero in it. 
Since 2*" ( « 4} = ( 2 /^4)  0 «4 =  O and 6 {^ .^ 4} =  {^4 0 ^5 ° ^6} =  O in i?|(2^), we have 
2 (^4} =O in 2?2 (^ 2 ^).i9) Thus { « 4} cannot be a generator of the image of 2*7 . 
Thus the image of is generated by {^4} whose order is 2 ^+^. By the similar 
way as in C ) iii), we see that the image of ^7 is generated by a class of a map 
which covers el with degree 2. Thus we see that
7 r7 (i? l(2 0 )=  K l2 P .i+ {S 7  ( 2 0 }« ,.
C ) Consider the exact sequence
7T7 (S4) - X  ;T7 CRl (3 ^ )  - X  7T7 ^Rl (3 ^  , S^) 7T6 (S^) .
Then it follows from Lemma 8.3 and (8 .7 ) that de is isomorphic onto. Thus 
is onto. Since the image of /7 is isomorphic onto A l (3 ^ )« is  + /3 P» we have
;T 7 (i? I(3 0 )=  M 3 .+  W 3 .
D ) By the similar way as in C). we- find that the image of is isomorphic 
onto A l and that is onto. Thus we have
Corollary (8.8). 7:4 ( R l  (/?•)) «  In  ,
(^ l  (/^)) =  O for and 4</<4 +  ^  {h =  I, 2, 3,4).
This follows immediately from the definition of R\(^h) and Theorem 8 . 6 . 
Theorem (8 .9 ). tto (i^ i (2 ^ )  ^  (2^1^
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
7T6 (.Rl ( 2 0 )  - X  7T6 (^Rl ( 2 0 ) - X  ;T6 (i?i ( 2^  , R\ ( 2 ^ )  5^ (i^i ( 2 ^ )  »
then the image of /a is isomorphic onto A f ( 2^) =O (see ( 8 . 1 )). Therefore /6  is 
isomorphic into. On the other hand, since 
7t6iRK2^^ R K 2 n )^ Io  + Io  and 7r5(i?i(20)
^= l^Q-\-l2 f we have Theorem 8.9 by the 
similar way as in C ) i i i )  of Theorem 8.4.
(Refer to (7 .3 ), (7 .4 ) as to the definition 
of ^ 6  ( 2 0 \ 2 ^
Let RtC2^)=^Rl{2^)Uel, where el is 
attached to ( 2 ^) by the map co6 ( 2 0 - CP- I )
e^
2
I
el
2P
e6
I
2
05
.S3
19) Indeed, we can prove that { « 4}^0 in cf. Corollary 8. 12.
Corollary (8.10). 7T6 (2^))-0.
Corollary (8.11). {a^ } -O in R l (2^).
Since 12 (^gj=O in S^Ci?3(2^), this is obvious from Theorem 8.9.
Corollary (8.12). { « 4} =O m  2?|(2 )^.
Because «4 is the suspension of « 3 , and 2?|(2**) is the suspension of RlQ2^). 
We now define R l (/?i, •••, /?0 for any n^k  (^=2, 3, 4) and (J ii, /23 * *•*» 
as follows:
(8.13) i )  R l = R l i h , if n>k,
i i )  -RS=i?;5(/^i,-,M=(i?S(/^i)^i^K/22)^-^i^S(/^0)U( U ^?r) i f /2=^,
where each is attached to Whitehead product [ n , /j] of
: S”->S? and fj : .22) Then we have
Lemma (8.14).
i )  ;r„ (ieS )= J ^ 7 ,^ .
ii )  TCi(^Rl)=O for and n<Ci<^n + k,
Proof. It is well known that
Tti S l^ S  7rt(Sp if /< 2/2- 1 , 
and 7T2«^i (S ’f V S-V ... v s «) == j ]  (S?) + A  ,
where A  is the direct sum of  ^ free abelian groups whose generators are
[/<, i f ] ( l^ / < i< 0 *  Therefore if we use repeatedly the following result (8.15) 
due to Chang [4], Lemma 8.14 will follow from Corollary 8.5 and 8. 8.
(8.15) Let X i*  be the space obtained from a connected space X i and m-cell 
by the identification induced by a mapping of the boundary into X i-  
Furthermore let X 2 be a connected space such that X i*n >^2 is a point. Suppose 
that 2*1 : 7Tr(Xi*)-^;rr(Xi*'^X2), /2 : TTr (X 2)~^7Tr (X i*^^X 2)  are the injections, and 
that /12 is the injection into X 2 ') of tha intersection of the kernel of the
retraction-induced homomorphisms ki \ tt?-(X i v X 2) “ >7Tr (X i) ,  k2 \ X 2)
‘->7Tr(X 2). If r<C2 ;^ -l and X i'^ X 2 is aspherical in dimensions I, •••,/'-/w + 1, 
then 7T r (X i* v x 2)  is the direct sum of the images of i i , /2 and /12 .
We shall here prove (7.5).
Proof o f (7.5). Let (2^), co'+2 and Z)U  ^(2^) be maps constructed by 
using different homotopies from those used in the definitson ^^+i ( 2 ^), ojw+2
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20) hi is of course O or a pawer of a prim?, and t is arbitrary.
21) We denote by A i union of t spaces v4i, A l ,  •••, At with a single point 
in common.
22) The w-skelton of is denoted by S^,
and Sn+3 (2*’)  respectively. Thenwe can see easily that {Tfn+i(2” )} -  {:?4+ i(2^)}, 
{a>„+2} -  {a>«+2} belong to the image of i :  7r„+2 (S ”)->;r«+2 ( i? « (2*’) ).  the image of 
i :  7t«+2 (S ”) —*-;r„+2 (^?n(0)) respectively. Thus we see from theorem 8.4 that 
(2^)} =  Wn i^ (2»’) } in R l (2*') and {w„+2} =  {w^ +z} in R l (0). Moreover we can 
see that {wn+s ( 2®)} — {w^ +s ( 2^)} belongs to the image of i : ttm+s (.Rn ( 2”) )—>• 
7t„+3 (-Rn (2’’)).  Thus it follows from Theorem 8.4 that {wn+s (2*’) } =  (2”)} 
in R l (2 »)U er '‘Ci?^ (2»’). Therefore we have (7.5).
Remark: The homotopy class {S„+3 ( 2*>)}6 ffn+3 (/?^(2^)) ( « i j4 )  is depend 
on the choice of a homotopy used to define it. However {m  (2®)} €7r6(i?K20) 
is not so (see Theorem 8.9). Thus, throughout of this paper we shall agree 
that {a)w+3 C2^)} is chosen such that it is the suspension of Then
{2?w+3 ( 2^)} denotes an unique element of ( 2?J(2^)).
§9. Cohomological properties in
The cohomology groups of (/?) are calculated easily by the representation 
of it as cell complex. We shall not here describe them explicitly. In this 
section we shall calculate the operations Sq^, Sqf, St? and relative to the 
natural homomorphism.
First we notice the following:
Lemma (9.1). On the cell complex i?J(2 )^, we huve 
Sqi {^^(2^)} =  2 ^ -1  ( 2 0 } .
Especially i f  p = l j  we have
(9 .2) Sqi {^” (2 )} =  {^^^1(2)} in R l(2 ) •
P roof o f (9. 2). Let R\ (2 ) be the real projective plane, then R\ (2 ) has a 
representation as cell complex:
2?K 2 )  =  y  ^/2 ,
where the l-cell e i^ forms with e^  ^ a circle S 'l , and e^  ^ is attached to S i^ by 
a map of degree 2. Moreover it is well known
Sqi {^1(2)} =  {^1(2)} ^  {^1(2)} =  {^2^2)} .
Since i2 j(2 ) is the (;2-l)- fo ld  suspension of R\(2y (9.2) follows from (S .7) 
in §5.
Proof o f (9, Iy  Let /: (2^-^i?K2) be a cellular map such that 
/l(^^+i, e^+i): (^^+1 , ”^+i)->(^^^+i, ^'^+i) is degree 2^-i and /IS” : is
a map of degree I. Then we have
(9.3) (O) =  2^-i^^ i^ (O) , f^e^^ (O) =  e^  (O) .
It follows from (9. 2) that
(O) ^  (O) - (2 ^  + 1) ^'^+1(0),
n-l
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where k is an integer. Therefore we have 
and so from (9.3)
(O) (O) -  (2^ + 1) (O) ,
W-I
e” (0) W e«(0 ) -  2»-ie”-n (0 ) + 2^ Afc'"-^ i (O) .
« - l
Therefore we have
S q .- i  { e - ( 2 ) } - 2 ^ - i  {^ -^ 1 (2 ^ )}.
Theorem (9.4). We have the following formulas ip R t(J i) (^^5 ).
A )  i?^(0).
i ) Sq2 {e« (0 )} = {e"+2 (0 )}, ii )  {g» (O)} =Sq^ {e™ (0 )} =  [eS+' (0 )}.
i i i )  Sqi {e”^H2)} = {e r^ 2 )},  i v )  SqMe^(O)I =  Ier" (2 )}.
V ) StL_4{e” (0 )}= £ {e r^ 3 )}.
B ) Ri(2>).
i )  Sqi {e” (2*')} =2*>-i {e”+i (2^)}. ii ) Sq  ^ {e” (2” )} =  (2 )},
i i i )  S5Me” (2*’) }= {e r n O ) } .  iv ) Sqi {e”-^2(2)} =  {er=*(2)},
V )  Sq2 {e”^K2)} =  {e r * (2 )}. v i )  S^Me”^ K 2 )}=  {eS^XO)}.
Vii )  SqMe”^K2)}={eS^X2)}. viii )  Sqi « 3 ( 2 ) }  =  (2 )}.
i x )  SqM«^” (2^ )i= {er"C 2 )}.
Moreover i f  p = l,
X )  Sq2 {c ”+ H 2 ) l  =  {e2 -^H 2 )j.
C) 12U3").
StL-4 {e” (3 »)} = e {e r* (3 )} .
Proof. A ) i )  It is well known [15] that
(9.5) SqMe” (0)S =  {e"+H2)}
in the subcomplex R lifi') ot ^ «(0 )- Lst i\ /?^(0)-»i?^(0) De the inclusion, and 
let Sq2 {e " (0 )}= ^  {^”^-2(2)} in R^(,0), where ^ is 0 or I. Then we have
«*Sq2 {fc’*(0 )} =  ki* (2 )} in i?|(0) .
Therefore
Sq2 {e™ (0 )} =  k (2 )} in R^ (0 ) .
and so k = l  from (9.5). Thus we have A ) i).
A ) ii )  It follows from A ) i) that
e« (O) W e" (0 ) =  i2k I-1) e’"^ -2 (0 ) in Rf, (0> .
n~2 ''
Since d (e’* (O) w  e” (O)) =  ( - 1Y‘ 2e’* (0 ) w  (0^..
m-2 u-3
and 5(fc”+2(0)) =  24*'3(0).
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we have
(-1 )^  (O ) W (O ) -  2(2^ +1) (0 ) .
w-3
Therefore we have
e" CO) ^  e” (0 ) ~  (  - I ) "  C-'® (O ).
w-3
because (O)--O, and so we have A ) ii). (cf. the definition of St«).
A ) iii )  Let /: (0)->Jf?^ +2 (2 ) be a mapping such that the subspace of 
2?^ (O) maps to the 0-cell e'  ^of and maps to R\^<i{2^-e'^
homeomorphically. Then it follows from (9.2) that
Sqi K "^2 (2 )} =  {^^-+3(2)} , 
where is the ^-cell in i?J+2(2). Thus we have
Sqi (^”+2(2)} =  Sqi/* ^^+2(2)} =  /^Sqi {e^ +^2 (2 )}
=  />K{^^ -^h3(2)} ^  {^ rH 2 )} .
A )  iv ), v )  We have in the subspace of
Sq4 {^ -(0 )} =  {6-^4(2)} , StL_4 {^ "(0 )} =  £{^"^4(3)1
by Theorem 6.12 and Theorem 6.15. Therefore iv ) and v ) can be proved by 
the arguments similar to those used in the proof of A )  i).
B ) i )  This is Lemma 9.1.
B ) ii )  Since we have in the subcomplex R^ (0 ) of I?,^  (2^)
S^ 2 (2^)} =  {^ +^2 (2 )}
by (9.5), this can be proved by the arguments similar to those used in the proof 
of A ) i).
B ) i i i )  Let
^ 3  2^2 )^} =  k {eT^ (0 )} (^ : an integer)
In the subcomplex i?^(2^). Since 2Sq3=0, we have
2k {^”^^(0)}=0, and so k=0- Thus we have
(9.6) Sq3 {e^  (2^)} -O  in ©^+3.
On the other hand, we have in the subcomplex i?^(0) of i?^(2^)
(9.7) S53|^-(2^)} ^  l^rHO)} 
by A ) ii). Let us now assume that
Sq3 {e  ^(2^)} =  ki {^ S+3 (^0)} + ^ 2  C^)} C^i» ^2 : integers mod 2 )^ ,
and let i i : R^ (0)->i?^ (2^), /2 : (2^) be the inclusion maps. Then we
have
/1 * ^ 3  [e  ^(2 0 } =  hh^  (0 )} +>^ 2/1* ( 0 ) }  in (q ) ,
2*2*S^ 3 (21*)} =  (0 )} +^2/2* CO)} in ^
Therefore we have
(2^)} =  ki (0 )} in K  (0 ) ,
^ 3  ('2 P)j =  ^2 {er^ (0 )} in ©^ -^ 3.
Thus we have by (9.6) and (9.7) ^ i=I, kz^O, so that we have B ) iii).
B ) iv ) —viii )  These can be easily proved by the arguments similar to 
those used in the proof of A ) iii).
B ) ix )  Since ^^+3(2 )^ can be defined for n^3  (see (7.3), (7 .4)), let us define 
^^(2 ’")=1?3 (^^3)23) to be a cell complex such that is attached
to (2^) by the map 5,^ +3 (2^): Then ^|(2^) can be considered
as the suspension of ^^2^), and so we have
Sqo {^H 2")}=Sqo0 {^ 3 (2^)1, 
where <fi : (R i (2^) ; (R t (2^) ; /2^) is the isomorphism defined in
(5. 2), and 6^  is the 7?-cell in R  ^(2^). Therefore it follows from (S. 7y in § 5 that 
Sq4 {^ 4 (2^ )^} =  Sqo {e^  (2^)} =O  in 3e| (2 ^  •
Assume inductively that Sq  ^ (2^)]=Sqfc-4 (2^)} =O holds in Rt for 
k<C .^ Then, since R^ (2*^ ) can be considered as the suspension of R^_i (2^), it 
follows from (S. 7) in §5 that
Sq4 {e^  (2^)} =  Sq,^40 (2 ^ } =  0Sq.-s (2^1 =  O 
in (2^). Thus we have
(9.8) Sq4 (e  ^(2^)} =  O (n:>4) 
in the subcomplex 5^(2^) of /?^(2^).
On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 6.15 that
(9.9) SqM^" (2^)} -= k rH 2 )}  
in the subcomplex of R  ^(2^),
Therefore B ) ix ) follows from (9.8) and (9.9) by the arguments similar 
to those used in the proof of B ) iii).
x )  Let /: R^(2)-*R^^4(2) be a cellular map such that the subcomplex 
of R^ (2 ) maps to the 0-cell of R^z (2 ), and the 
complement R^ (2 ) maps to Rl^^2i2')-e'^ homeomorphically. We have in 
/21+2(2)
Sq2 {e'»+2 (2 )} =  {e">+4 (2 )}
by B ) ii), where e'“‘ is the q-cell in 5|+2(2). Therefore we have 
Sq2 {e”+2 (2 )} =  Sq2/* ( 2 ) } =  /=KSq2 {e'»+2 ( 2 ) }
=  /=K{e«+4(2)} =  {eS+“ (2 )} •
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23) We denoted in the proof of Theorem 8.9 the complex R l{2 '‘) by For «^ 4 ,
(2®) is different from if*  (2®).
C) Since we have in the subcomplex of
StL_4 {^-(3^ )}==s{^rC 3)} 
by Theorem 6.12, C) can be proved by the arguments similar to those used in 
the proof of A ) i).
Corollary (9.10). We have in Rl{2 ')
(9.11) SqiSq2 {e^  (2 )} =  Sq3 {e- (2 )} ,
(9.12) Sq2Sq2 {e^  (2 )} -  SqSSqi {e^  (2 )} .
(9.11) follows from ii), iii), iv ) of B), and (9.12) follows from i), ii), v i), 
X ) of B).
Theorem (9.13).
I )  i )~ i i i )  o/ A ) and i )—viii), x ) of B ) in Theorem 9.4 are sifll true for 
n=4:, and so we have also Corollary 9.10 for ^=4. Furthermore, we have in
R tW
where h' is the order o f T  QIh') Qsee (4.10)), and is the Pontrjagin square 
defined in (4.10).
3 )  Stf {e^  (/^)} =  £ ( ( 3 ) }  -  {el (3 )} )24) i f  h^O or 3^  ,
Proof. I  )  can be proved by the similar way as in the proof of Theorem 9.4.
2 )  If we can prove that
i )  {e^  (0 )} =  {e^  (0 )} in , ii  ^ (O)} =O  in  ,
iii )  {e^  (2^)} - O  in R i (2^) ,
then 2) follows from these by the arguments similar to those used in the proof 
of B ) iii) in Theorem 9.4. i), ii) were proved in Theorem 6.18. Weproceedto 
prove iii). Since Rt (2*") can be considered as the suspension of R  ^(2^) (see the 
proof of B ) ix ) in Theorem 9.4), it follows from (P. 7) in §5 that
(2 0 } ^  %</> (2 ^ } =  (2 ^ } , 
where ^«(/=3,4) is the /-cell of (2^). Therefore it is sufficient to prove 
that %  {e^  (2^)} -O  in (2^). From the definition of %  (cf. (4.4)), $o [e^  (2^ )^} 
is the cohomology class of the cocycle e^  (O) Se^  (O )= 2^  Qe^  4^ (^q)) mod I 2P+1 • 
Since e^  (O) ^  e"^  (O) ^  ke'^  iO) (k=0, ±1, ±2, •••) and 2^ '^  (O)--O mod /22,+1 , we 
have
2^  Qe^  (O) e^  (O )) =  2^ ke'^  ^  O mod .
Thus we have %  {^ 3 (2^)} =O in Ri (2^), so that we have 2).
3 )  This follows from Theorem 6.8 and 6.12 by the arguments similar to 
those used in the proof of B ) iii) in Theorem 9.4.
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24) If we choose an orientation of each cell in such that 2) is satisfied, £ in 3)
piust be determined uniquely. Howeyer we can not determine it,
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Let Ri be the complex defined by 8.9) ii) with n = k = 4  Then we have
Theorem (9.14). {ej Che)} ^  {ej (/*j)} =  ( w ^) ,
M(W} = K. *(/*/)} .
where e |, e?,* are the cells in Rt ihi) ,Mtj =  Qht, h jy ’  ^ and h/ is the order o f 
r  (7ft) (.see 4.10).
Proof. Let T tj= (S *^  S f ) \ J  e\j be a complex such that e% is attached to 
by the Whitehead product of it: S^-<-St and i^: S j .  Then we 
have easily
K C O ) } ^  WCO)} =  M , ( 0 ) } .
Theorem 9.14 follows from this and Theorem 9.13.
^lO. Operations between cohomology groups with coefficients in the 
various homotopical invariants of Y
In this section, we assume that K  is 3. complex whose subcomplex is Z, and 
that y  is a complex such that Tr^(F) =  O for and + Let {a},
^Tin(Y) be arbitrary elements which are represented by a, a ' :  Y 
respectively. We denote by h the order of {a}. Then we have
Theorem (10.1). Let n2^5, then we have
i ) +  O ^  {a O + {a' o ,
ii ) 6 {^ 7 O =  O i f  h is O ,
iii ) 2 {a O vrz} =  O i f  h is a power of 2 ,
iv ) 3 {a O =  O i f  h is a power of 3 ,
V ) {« O vw} =  O i f  h is a power of a prime r  (4^2, 3)
Proof, i )  Since Vn (n ^5) is the (>2 —4)-fold suspension of ^4 , i) follows 
from Lemma 5.3.
ii ) If we consider as the w-skelton of i<!KO) , a : S^-^Y can be extended 
to a: i^^(0)->y, because Tin+i(I^)=O, 7:^+2 (F )=O . From Theorem 8 .4, we have 
6 {t^ 7i} = 0  in i?^(0 ). Therefore if F : x CO) is a null-homotopy of 6vw 
in Rn(O)* is a null-homotopy of 0 (6  vw) = 6  («i 0 v^). Thus 
we have ii).
iii ) -V  ) From Theorem 8.4, we have
2 \un} =O  in Rl (2*’) . 3 {u„} =O  in Rl  ( 3 ^ ,
{^ 4  =O  in Cr^  ( r : a prime # 2. 3 ) .
Therefore iii)—v) can bs proved oy the arguments similar to those used in the 
proof of ii).
Theorem (10.2). Let n = i, then we have
i ) { ( « + « ')  O « 4} =  {a 0 tu] + \a' 0 a^] ,
ii )  3 {a O a^ } =O  i f  h is O or a power o f 3 ,
iii )  [a  O a^} =O  i f  h is a power of a prime 4^ 3 .
Proof, i )  Since «4 is the suspension of , i )  follows from Lemma 5.3.
ii ), iii )  Since we have by Theorem 8 .6  and Corollary 8.12
3 { « 4} =O  \n Rl (O) or R\ (3^ )^ ,
{«4} =O in Rl ( 2^) , 
and since it is obvious2S) that
{(m ) =O  in RlQr^^ ( r  \ a prime 4-2» 3 ),
i i )  and i i i )  can be proved by the arguments similar to those used in the proof 
of Theorem 10.1.
Theorem (10.3). Let ^=4, then we have 
i )  {(-<^)o^4} =  { « 0 4^} ,
ii )  { (a + « 0  0 V4} ^  {a 0 V4} + [a^  0 1^ 4} + [« ,  ,
where \a,a'^ denotes the Whitehead product o f {a} and {a^ \.
P roo f i )  Let /4 : be the identity map. Then we have
{(- « )0 V 4 }- {«0 V 4 } =  O ( - / 4) 0 ^4} -{<2 O /40^^41
=  {a O ( ( - / 4) 0 4^- 2 4 0 4^) } .
Since [/4 , /4 ] = [ - ^ 4  , -^ 4]  and 2 {v4}= [^ ’4 » /4]  + £6C4 [18], we have
2 {(-^*4)  0 4^-2*4 O V4}
=  [ (  -  *^4)  » (  -  ’^4) ]  +  £ { (  -  O a^] -  [^ *4 » 2*4]  “  e {i^ 0 0C4}
=  — 2s {/4 0 « 4} .
Thus we have
{ ( - / 4)  0 ^^4- 2*4 0 V4} =  O or {/4 0 6 ^4} ,
because m (S^ )=  {^4) 00+ { « 4} 12 • Therefore we have
{(  —a) 0 V4} — { «  0 4^} =O  or [a 0 6^4} =  6 0 6C4} .
From Theorem 10.2, we have 3 { « o « 4} = 0, so that 6 {« 0  «41=0.
Thus {(-fl^O ° 4^} -  { «  0 V4} =0, and so i )  is established,
ii )  We have from Theorem (5.15) in [20]
{ ( «  + « ' )  ^^ 4^} =  0 V4} + { « '0  V4} +[<2, «^] 0 ( { 1^ 4} )  » 
where H  is the generalized Hopf invariant. Since H ‘ ( {v 4} ) = l ,  we have ii). 
This can be also proved by the arguments similar to those used in the proof of
i )  (see the footnote (29) in [24]). Q. E. D.
Let [a]  ^TCn (Y^  be an element of order 2, and let ??^4. Then if we consider 
as the ;«-skelton of Rl{2')y a representative ai: of [a] can be extended
to a map a :^ i?^(2)->F, because 2«i^0 and TTj(F)=O for i —n + 1, n-\-2. If
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25) Since 12{a4}=^0, and we have (12, r^) J - {«4 }= -0 .
5w+3(2) is the map defined in §7, then we have a map «io^^+3(2):
Let « 2 : S^-^Y be another representative of {a}, and consider a map ^2  ^ n^+s (2). 
Then, since 7t« (Y )= O  for /=?2+ l, ^ + 2, it can be easily proved that {^1 0 3 (2 )} 
- } a 20 o)w+3 (2 )} belongs to 2nn+^CY), Furthermore, since a)n+3 (2 ) (^ ^ 4 ) is the 
( ^ - 3)-fold suspension of a;6(2), it follows from Lemma 5.3 that
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+ 0 cOn+S (2)} — {fl! 0 COn+3 (2)} + {Cl^  o ft;w+3 C2)}
in (ttw+s ( y ))2  ^ where {a\, [a '] € 2 (tt,! Thus the correspondence
oSw+3 ( 2 ) }  induces a homomorphism of 2( 7Tw(Y)) to inn+s ( .Y )^ . We 
denote by c5w+3 this homomorphism. ^^+3 {a} is independent of the choice of a 
representative and its extension of {a}.
I. Let n^5 and let (3vw)>f< be a homomorphism of ( F )  to ttw+3 ( Y )  defined by
(3 Vw)^  {« } =  {^35 0 3un] .
Then we have 2 QSun')^  {ci} =O for any {a} 6 TT^(Y), by Theorem 10.1. Thus, 
using the homomorphism (3vw)>f:» we can define the Steenrod squares (S. I )  in §4 :
(10.4) Sq  ^=  Sq,-.4 : H \ K ,L  ; 7T . (Y ) ) ----; 71^+3 ( Y ) )  for any q,
IL Let n'^4: and let («w)>k be a homomorphism of 7t„ (Y )  to tt^ +s ( Y )  defined by
(^/w)  ^ { « }  -= { «  0
Then, since {an} =2 for n^5, it follows from Theorem 10.1 and 10. 2 that
3 (^ Cw)>{^  { « }  =  O
for any {a} € Tr^(Y). Thus we can define the reduced cyclic powers (2 .3 ):
(10. 5) StL_4 : QK, L ; tt. ( Y ) )  — > (iT, L ; ;r.+ 3  ( Y ) )  
for any q, by using ian)^ •
IIL Let 72=4 and let (^4) 4; be the operation of 714( Y )  to tc'j{Y^ which is 
determined by the correspondence : {a\-^{a 0 ^4} . Then it follows from Theorem 
10.3 that
{ - a ]  =  (v4),f^  {a] ,
(v4)h (^ W  + { « ' } )  =  (^4)^ {a] + (^ 4)*  ,
and [<z, a'~] is a bilinear function. Thus we can define by using (; 4^)>k the Pon- 
trjagin squares and Postnikov squares ( 4. 2 ), (4 .3 ):
(10.6) QK, L ; 7:4 (Y))->/f2. even
(10. 7) ^ ; 7T4 ( Y))->/f2.-.i ( y ) )  for
according to (4.8), (4.9). Moreover we can define the cup products
(10.8) L ; 7 t,C Y )m H ^C K ; 7T4(Y))----TTt(Y)),
QK, L : 7T4(Y))----- ;t7 (Y )),
by using the product [ a , as a group pairing, where (g) denotes the tensor 
product, and q, r  are arbitrary integers.
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IV. Let ^^4. Then we can define the modified Steenrod squares
(10.9) 8^3. 2 (7 r.(F )))---
for any q, by using (Sw+s)>f<: 2( 71^  (Y))->(7r^+3 (7 ))2 .
V. Let Ttn(Y) -^Ttn(Y)  be the identity isomorphism. Then we can 
define by using
(10.10) Sqi =  S q ,-i; QK, L ; tt. Q Y ) ) ----> QK, L ; 2( 71.  Q Y ) ) )
for any q, according to (S. I y  in §4.
§11. The difference homomorphism Qf- g ) ^
Let K,  Y  be complexes and let Z be a subcomplex of K.  Suppose that 
/, g : K -^ Y  be maps which coincide in the subcomplex L. Then a 
homomorphism
( f - g ) ^ :  C ^ ( Y ;  G ) --- >C^QK,L ;  G )  Qq: any integer)
is defined by
Qf -  g ) ^ u  =  f ^ u - g ^ u  w€C‘^ (F;  G) .
Let
(11.1) Qf -g ) ' ^\  QY;  G ) ----> H % K , L ;  G )
be the homomorphism induced by Q f - g ) ^ -  This homomorphism Q f - g)"^ is 
called the difference homomorphism for / and g [15]. It is obvious that 
(1 L 2 ) j ^ Q f - g ) ^  =  f ^ - g ^ :  QY ; G ) --- > H ^ K  ; G )  ,
where j  is the inclusion KCLQK, I ) .
Suppose now that (p: Q K ' , V )'-^Q K , L )  be any map. Then we have two 
maps fo(p, goq>: K '-^ Y  such that f  q  ip\H g 0 (p\L'. It follows immediately 
that
CU. 3) <p^Qf-g)^ =  Qfoip^goip)^,
Suppose next that 0: be any map. Then we have two maps
0 /, (p 0 g :  K - ^ Y '  such that (/>o/|Z=</>o^|Z. It is a direct consequence of the 
definition that
CU. 4) Q f - g)^ =  QiPo f - i P o g ) ^ .
The definition of Q f - g)"^ due to E. Spanier suggests the following (11.6). 
(see the footnote (16) of [25], p. 78). Let Q be a copy of K ,  and let a map 
k : K -^ Q  be the identical map. Let P  be a complex which is obtained from K\JQ 
by identifying any point x of L with the point kQx)  in Q. Define d: K CP ,  j : 
PCQPf  Q )  to be the inclusion maps, and define f ' , g ' : P -^ Y  to be two maps 
such that
f ' ( P ) ^ f ( P )  P ^ K ,
5.  ^ - g k - K P )  P^Q-.
 ^ ^  g ' i p ^ - g i p ' )  P ^ K ,
=  gh-^CP') P ^ Q .
Then we have f'\Q=g'\Q - If we consider the diagraiti
i f - g T
H % Y ;  G)-------- >H^CK,L ;  G)
e*''
H % P-, G)<------- H ^ i P . Q -  G ),
P
we have the following properties:
f i )  y* is isomorphic onto,
(11.6) i i )  =
[ i i i )
i )  can be easily proved from that Q is a retract of P.  Since f '  o d = f  and 
g ' O d=g, i i )  follows from (11.3). Moreover ii i )  is obvious from (11.2).
Lemma (11.7). Suppose thai /o^  /i) go > g i- K~^Y satisfy the following 
conditions i )  and i i ) :
i )  /olZ= / iiz= ^ r ili.
i i )  there exist maps F ,G  : K x I - * Y  such thai
FQx,0)  =  fo, F ( ; c . l )  =  /i.
GQx,0) -=go.  G { x , l )  =  g i 
F l£ x / = G lZ x / .
Then we have
(/o--?o)* = (Z i - ^ i ) * :  ( i " ;  : G) .
Proof. Define /o', go \ f\ > Si '■ P -^Y  to be maps such that
f i ' ( P ) - A C P )  p e K ,
== g tk -^ iP ) P^Q-,
gi i P )  =  g i i P )  P ^ K  ,
=  g ik -'^ iP ) P ^ Q -  («=0 ,1 ).
If F ' , G ': P x I -^ Y  are maps defined by
F ' ( PX t ^  =  F iP -Xt )  p ^ K . t ^ I ,
=  G (A -i(i> )xO  p ^ Q ,  t ^ I -
G ' ( P x t )  =  G ( P x t )  p e K , t e l ,
=  G ( k - ^ ( p ) x t )  p £ Q .  t ^ l .
then F ' (G ')  gives a homotopy batwesn /»' (^oO and f i  (g / ). Hence we have
fo'* \u\ =  /i* {u\ , {u} =  gi'*- {u}
for any {u} ^ H " ( Y  ; G). Thus we have
(fo '* -g o '* ) { « }  =  (A '*-<?1 '*) { « }  . 
and so (/o' - ^oO* \u\ =  j *  (// -  g i ) *  [u]
by (11.6) iii). Since j *  is isomorphic onto, we have
( fo '-  go')* [u] = ( f ^ ' - g l ' ) *  { « }  .
and so d* (/o' -  ^ To')* { « }  =  d* (// -  ^ / )*  { « }  •
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Thus it follows from (11.6) i i )  that
(/o“ ^oT  ^W  = i f i - g i Y  M  . Q.E.D.
Lemma (11,8). Suppose that /, g\ K -> Y  be two maps such that f \L =  g\L.  
Then we have for [u] € ^ ^ ( 7 ;  G)
i ) (/_.^)-KStf {u] -= Stf (/-^>^ {u} i f  i is even,
ii )  ( / -  gJ^ [u] = Sq^  ( / - gy - [u] ,
iii )  ( / -  ^ )"  ^ [u] -= ( / - g y  [u] + ( / -  [u] ^ g ^  [u] i f  q is even,
iv )  C f -  g Y  ( {2/ }^  [^ }^ ) -  ( / - {u} w ( / -  ^ )^ i< {u} + 2 g^ U^C / -  ^ )^ {u } ,
^ )  Cf -  {u} =  Sq^  (/-^>^ {u} i f  i is odd-
Proof  i )  Let /^, g ' : P -^ Y  bs maps defined by (11.5). Then we have 
/^^Stf Iuj -  Stf f^ >^  {u} =  Stf g^^ M
by (C. 2) in §2. Therefore we have
(//.._^/>K)Stf {uj =  Stf (/^>^-^^*) {u} , 
and so from (11.6) i ii )
i * (/ - ^ 0 ^ ‘^ stf =  stfi>^ (/^-^o* M  
=  i * s t f (/ '- ^ 0 '^  M  •
Since is isomorphic, we have
( / ^ S t f  M  = S t f (/ '-^ 0 ^ ^  M  .
Hence we have
=  Stf ^^( / ^ - M  »
so that from (11.6) i i )
(/-^)>i<Stf M  ^ S t f (/ -^ )^  M .
In the similar way, we can get i i )—v). (See also (22.10), (22.11) in [15] 
and (5.9) in [25].)
^12. The main theorems
Let /T be a complex in which L is its subcomplex, and let Y  be a complex 
with TCi C Y )  =^ O for O^iCj^  and n<Ci<n + k.
If (p: K 'w y 26) is map extendao^e to , ip admits an extension
because Tr^(Y) = O for n<^i<^n-\-k. The cohomology class of the 
obstruction cocycle Z ; 7Tw+fc(F)) is then independent of
and is denotad by ( )^}.2'^  ^ 'Vhi^ t\\^  secondary obstruction of (p [5], [6],
[15]. If : CK ' , TJy-^CK, L )  is any cellular map, we can consider the obstruction 
Q fQj. p^o f '  \ . Then we can easily proved that
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26) W e denote K^\JL  by K'^\
27) This is proved in [5 ]  for 1. For we can prove it in the similar way.
(12. I )  O /0 =  (^ ) .
(cf. the proof of (2.3) in [25].)
Since Y  is (^  —l)-connected, there are natural isomorphisms
0 : ^  H n ( J )  I o ) ,
Xa : (7  ; G) «  Horn (£T, (F  ; /o) , G )2s)
for any coefficient group G. Especially if we put G==Tr^(Y), we get 
Zf" (F ;  7 r . (F ))^ H o m (^ .(y ;  7«), Tr^(Y)).
Since is an element of Hom (7rw(7; /q), Tiw(F)), let us define { 1 } ^ H ^ { Y ; 
TTn(Y)) by 
(1 2 .2 ) {1 }
Let /o,/i: be maps such that . Then the
separation cocycle TTw+jtCY)) can be defined [5], [15].
We can now state our main theorems as fo llow s:
Theorem (12.3). (the relative extension theorem for ^=3).
Let Y  be a complex with (F )= O  for 0<i<^n and ;?<2< ^  + 3. I f  /, g  are 
maps o f &  in Y  which coincide on L and possess extensions to then the
difference o f their secondary obstructions {2f"^\/)} -  is given by eP{^”},
where
 ^ ^  ] l3$i{^4|_{^4}^{;4} + {;4}^^>}.{l}+Sq3Sql{A"}+Stl{yl4}, /2 =  4,
and
(12.5) { r }  =  ( / - ^ ) * { l } 6  7f«(/ir,X; TT. ( p ) .
Conversely, i f  g and {/”} are given, there exists a map /: K^~>Y extendable 
to such that f\L=g\Land  (12.4) holds. In  (12.4), Sq  ^(/2> 4 ), StJ,_4 ( fe 4 ),  
$i(/«=4), v^(w=4), Sq  ^(72^4) and Sq  ^(n^4 ) are the operations (10.4), (10.5),
(10.6), (10.8), (10.9) and (10.10) with q—r^ n  respectively.
Theorem (12.6). (the homotopy classification theorem for A=3).
Let Y  be a complex with Tr^(Y)=O for 0</<^72 and n<Ci<Cjt^^. Let 
fo, fx: be normal maps‘^ ^^  such that fo\K'  ^ A \ & .  T h e n fo ^ A re L  L
i f  and only i f  there exists an {n-V)-cocycle ^ ”- 1  € Z ‘^ ~\K, L ; Tt„(Yyy '^> such that
e{d”^H/o. /1)} = _
(12.7) jSq^ +SqS Sqi +Stl„_, {^ "- 1 } w >  4 ,
l3«|3o {;«3} + {1 } +SqsSqi {/LiS} +Sti {p3} ^ =  4 ,
where Sq“ (w>4), St|„_6(w^4), 5Po(^=4), ^  (m=4), Sq*(«;^4) and Sq^Qn'^4) are 
the operations (10.4), (10.5), (10.7), (10.8), (10.9) and (10.10) with q = n - l ,  
/=4 respectively,
28) Hom (G, H ) denotes a group which consist of ah hornomorphisms of G to H.
29) i.e. a point of Y.
30) fx”" !  is the deformation cochain.
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§13. Proofs of the main theorems
Let l{a i} , •••, {ai} , ••• , {a-s} , be a system of
independent generators of Ttn(Y) such that the order of each element {aij is
0 or a power of a prime, and let ai \ be a representative of {a j.  Let 
us assume that if =2^" if =3^^ if m < j< s  and
( r : a prim e-4 2^ , 3) if Let R%=Rl(h\ y }i2 ^ , hd be the complex
(8.13) with ^=4, and let (p: be a map such that ^lS?: S?->y22)
represents {at} for any i. Then, since the order of {at} is hi and 
attached to S? by the map of degree h i, <p can be extended to .
Moreover can be extended to because tt +^i (Y )=O , tt^ +2 (Y )=O .
It is obvious from the definition that <p^  ( I )   ^ {R ^; nn ( Y ) )  is the cohomology 
class of a cocycle d^Q<p) which takes value {ai} on each ^-cell
(13.1) ^ * (1 ) =  { d - M \  =  {{ai}-e^} ,
and that the obstruction cocycle (^ ) for  ^ is given by
(13.2) S  {atov^\-e%t\+ S  {5, o S„+3 (2 ^ 0 h < l  if w>4.Ki<vh
(13.3) c8 ( ^ ) =  S  S  la i.a i]-e % +  S  {aioa^]•el,
+ S  {«i°57(2^0}*eS,« if «= 4 .
1 )  The case >«>4.
If we use the operations (10.4), (10.5), (10.10) and (10.9), we have the 
following:
i )  Sq4 { {ai\ -efi =  { {3ai o for < m  ,
=  O for ,
(by A ) iv ) and B) ix ) in Theorem 9.4, and Theorem 10.1),
ii )  Sti^_4 { {ai} •e't} =  e{{2ai o -e^ft} for l < i < I  and m ^ i^ s .
=  O for and ,
(by A ) v )  and C) in Theorem 9.4, and Theorem 10.1),
iii )  Sqi { {at} -e?} =  {2^-1 Id} for ,
=  O for l ^ i ^ l  and ,
(by B ) i )  in Theorem 9.4),
(13.4)
i v )  SqS {2^*-^ =  { { 2^'"'^««°wn+3 C2 )}-eStf} for IC i^ m ,
(by B ) v i) in Theorem 9.4).
Thus it follows from (13. 2 ), (13.4) and Theorem 10.1 that
SI) We denote by e? the q-cell of the subcomplex R^ihi) of .
{2«+4(^)} = = S  { {a * °3v4 .< t }-  S  {Wo2v„}<fl} 
+ S  {{S«ow„+3(2^0}-<t}
-  S  S q H M  < }  + e S  S tL -4{W -^?}+  S  Si^SqM  W
=  SqM S  W -^?} + eS ti.4{  2  W -^ n + S ^ ^ S q i  { S  W -^?}  »i ^ i ^ t  i ^ i ^ t
so that from (13.1)
(13.5) {2^ +4 (^ )j ^  Sq V* ( I)  + eS ti-4 (P^  (1) + Sq3 Sqi^^ ( I)  .
2 )  The case ^=4.
If we use the operations (10.6), (10.8)^ and (10.5), we have the following:
i )  ^ i{  S  S  {{a ,ov4}-< a+  S  {Lai,aj-]-eU^ 
(from Theorem 9.14 by the similar way as in [8]),
i i )  { S  S  =  2 S  {Lat,aj:\-eU
(13.6) ««]•<«} »
(by {ei]^{e]] = {e]]^{e\] ,[ai , ai\=^[aj, ai~] and Theorem 9.14),
i i i )  S t| { S  \cii}-et}=eQ I]  {{at o  a^} • e% -  2] { { « e * o « 4 } J )  ,
(by Theorems 9.13 and 10.1).
If we now choose such that [ /4, /4] =  2v4-£ 6C4 (see [18]), we have 
[««* <2«] + e 0 «4} =2 {a«o V4}. Therefore it follows from (13.1), (13.6) and 
Theorem 10.1 that
3^1 <p^ (1)^^* (I) + £ St^  <p^ (I)
=  S  {{««°V4}-e?, i}+ S  {[«i aj^ -e^ j}+ J2 {{««° «4}-4.*} •
m<i^s
Since iii) and iv) in I )  are also true for /2= 4, it follows from (13.3) that
(13.7) {z  ^C<p)} -  3$i [q>^ (I)} -  CP^ (1 )^^*  ( I )  + £ Sti ( I )  + S^3 Sqi ( I )  .
Proof o f  Theorem 12.3. Let / ,  g: be extensions of / ,  g. Then
we can construct by the method indicated in [8] two maps 7 ' ,  g^:
such that <p o f ' ^ f ,  q> o g ' ^ g .  Moreover it is obvious from the method 
of the construction that we can choose , g'  such that the following conditions 
i), ii) are satisfied.
I )  f^ \L  = g ' \L ,
i i ) a homotopy between <pof^ and 7 in Z and a homotopy between <p o g^ 
and ^  in Z are given by the same one.
Thus 7, g \ <po , <p^  g^ satisfy the condition of Lemma 11.7, and so we 
have
(13.8) C f - 8 T = ^ i < P ° f ' - v ° g ' y ^ :  H^CY - G ) ---->H’‘CK,L ; G ) .
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Since tt^+i =  jCn-^2(Rl')=0 and nn+siRX)=^ from Lemma 8.14, f '  and 
g'' can be extended to f "  , g" : By (12.1), we have
O /^') := 7 "^   ^ ( - )  ,
Therefore
Q -  O ( ^ -  O ^  C f '-g ''Y  (^) •
Passing to cohomology classes, we have
O /0} -  O ^0} =  (/ " (^ )l
and so from (13.5) and (13.7)
e ({z ”^ H / )} -  =  (/ "-# " )* (S q V * (l)+ S tl„_4 « ’* ( l )  + S^^Sqi^,^(l))
if «>4 ,
=  (/ ''-^ '0 * (3^ i^ * (l)-^ * (l)^ ^ * (l)+ S tt^ * (l)- l-S q3 S q i^ ^ (l)
if n=4.
Thus, using Lemma 11.8  and (13.8), we have
e ( { z « + n / ) } - { 2 ” - ^ K - g ) } )=  _
( S q * ( / - g ) * ( l )  + S t l„ _ ,(/ -g )*C l) + S q ^ S q i ( / - g ) * ( l )  if « > 4 ,
13^1 ( / -  ( I )  -  ( / -  ^ r)* ( i ) - (  / ^ ) *  ( ! ) + ( / -  -Sr)* ( i ) ^ g *  ( I )
+ S t| (/ -^ r)* (l) + S q 3 S q H / -^ )* (l)-  if n =  4.
Namely we have (12.4). The converse part of Theorem 12.3 is obvious.
Proof o f Theorem 12.6. If we use (S. 7), (C. 7), (P. 7)and (S. 7) in §5, 
this follows from Theorem 12.3 by the same arguments as in the proof of 
Theorem 28.1 in [15].
^14. The theorems for k = 2
We shall use the notations in §12 and we shall consider the case k==2. 
Then F  is a complex such that (F )= O  for and Let ;?>3, and
let us denote briefly in this section the extension theorem and the classification 
theorem for such a case.
We shall first define the homomorphisms between homotopy groups.
Let {a} ^ 7tn (Y ') be an element whose order is 2, and let ai: be its
representative. If we consider as the 7Z-skelton of i?^(2), ai: can be
extended to a :^ (2 )->F, because 2 a i^ 0 . If ? «+ i(2 ) is the map defined in §7, 
we have a map o (2 ): Let « 2 : S^~>Y be another representative
of {a}y and consider the map a2 0 ^n+i (2). Then it follows easily from 7r«+ i(Y ) = 0  
that aio^^+i(2) and S2 0 ?»i+i(2 )  are homotopic. Furthermore, since ?rj+i(2) 
(^ ^ 4 ) is the (72-3)-fold suspension of ^4 ( 2 ), we have by Lemma 5.3
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(14.1) { ( «  + «0  0 (2)} -  {« 0 (2)} + {a^  0 (2)} ,
for any {« } ,  {a^ \ € 2( 7Tw(Y)). Thusthecorrespondence 0 (2)} induces
a homomorphism (?ri+i)>k of 2( 7r,i(Y)) to 7Tw+2 (Y ) .  Moreover we have
(14.2) 2 {«o? ,+i(2 )} - 0 .
This follows froni 2 ( 2 ) } =  {7?^  0 and tt^ +i (Y )=O ,
Let {a} T^Cn be any element and let ai: S^-^Y be its representative. If 
we consider as the ^-skelton of a ii S'^-^Y has an extension
ail RlQO)-^Y, because 7r,^ +i(F )=O . Let « 2 : S^-^Y be another representative of 
{a} and let « 2 : Rn (O)-^Y bs its extension. Then we can see easily that 
{^1 0 (On+2} ~ {^2 ° Ct)w+2}  ^27tn+2 ( ^ )  » 
where (On+2 : (O) is the map defined in ^7. Furthermore, since co^ +2 is
the (^--3)-fold suspension of cos> we have by Lemma 5.3.
(14. 3) {(a  + « 0  ° COn+2} =   ^0)n+2\ + W  O 0)n+2\ (7Tn+2 (^ ) )z  •
for any {a}, {a^}e TtnQY^ . Thus the correspondence {a]-^{ao o)nAr2\ induces a 
homomorphism of TCn(Y) to (Ttn-f-2 ( Y ))2 which is denoted by (con+2)>f^ *
We shall now define three operations between cohomology groups of K  mod 
L with coefficients in the various homotopical invariants of Y.
I. Let
(14.4) Sq2 -  S q ,-i: QK, L ; 2( 7:^  ( Y ) ) ----> (K ,  L  ; 7T.+2 ( Y ) )
be the Steenrod square relative to the homomorphism (^ w+i)?}^ : 2(tCu(Y )) 
--nn^2(Y).
Ir. Let
(14. 5) S^ 3 ^  L ; tt. ( 7 ) ) ----> (K .  L  ; 7:^+2 ( Y ) )
be the modified Steenrod square relative to the homomorphism (o;n+2)>k: 
7T.(r)-(^ .-^2 (F ))2 .
III. Let
(14,6) Sqi =  S q ,-i: (K,  L ; tt. ( Y ) ) ----> (K ,  L ; 2(7t. ( Y ) ) )
be- the same homomorphism as in (10.10).
Then we can state the extension and classification theorems for k=2 as 
follows. (C f .  [14]).
Theorem (14. 7). (the relative extension theorem for ^=2).
Let Y  be a complex with m (Y )=O  for O and I f  /, g are
maps of &  in Y which coincide on L and possess extension to K^+1 , then their 
secondary obstructions are related as follows:
(14.8) (g)\ =  OT +Sq2Sqi ( n > 3 )  ,
where r^=^(f-~g)^ {1} ^H^(K,  L \ Tin(Y))* and Sq^, Sq^, Sq  ^ are the operations
(14.5), (14.4), (14.6) with q=n respectively.
Conversely, i f  g  and {A”} are given, there exists a map /: K^->Y extendable 
to such that f \L=g\L and (14.8) holds.
Theorem (14.9). (the homotopy classification theorem for k=^2).
le t Y be a complex with Tii(Y)=O for 0^i<^n and i= -n + l- Let /(,, A :
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be normal maps such that . Then /o^A rel. L i f  and only i f
there exists an {n~\ycocycle {K , L \ iZniYy) such that
(14.10) . /0} =  +Sq2Sqi (^ > 3 )  ,
where Sq^, Sq^, Sq  ^ are the operatio7is (14.5), (14.4), (14.6) with Q=^n-I 
respectively.
Consider the complex (8.9) with h=2\ Rn{h\  ^' “ ,he), and use Theorem 8.4, 
8.14, 9,4 and 9.13. Then we can prove the Theorems 14.7 and 14.9 by the 
arguments similar to those used in the proof of the Theorems foi ^=3.
^15. Some formulas with respect to the Steenrod squares
Utilizing the complex Rn(.2) (^^3 ), we shall prove som.e formulas with 
respect to the Steenrod squares.
Theorem (15.1). Let QK, L )  be an arbitrary complex pair and let 
Sq^: (^K , L ; QK, L ; /2)  be the ^natural') Squaring operation. Then
ive have
I )  Sq2Sq2 {u} =  Sq^Sqi {u] ,
i i )  SqiSq2 {u} =Sq^ ^ ^ 2) ,
iii )  SqiSqi {u} ^  O , {w} 6 QK, Z ; ig ) •
Proof o f I). For this purpose, without loss of generality, we may assum.e 
that K  is (^+4)-dimensional.
1 )  The case n^3. Let u^Z"^QK,L\ /2) be a representative of {u\, and 
let Z’*: (K ^ , L )“ > ((2?^(2 ) ) ’" , ^ )^ be a map such that K^-i maps to e^  and each 
cell of K  maps to (i?^ (>«))’* = with degree O or I  according as uQa"^ ) is O 
or I  mod 2. Since we have du mod 2, can be extended 
to /^+1: K^-M->i^i(2)Ci?^(2). Moreover, since (i?^ (2 ))-0 , 7:^+2 (i?^ (2 ))=0, 
7t,i+3 (/?J1 (O )) =  O from Corollaries 8.5, 8 .8  and 8.10, / ^ + 1  can be extended to 
/: K -^ R l(2 ), Then / is a cellular map and /* {e'^Q2)} =  {u} is obvious. Since 
we have by Corollary 9.10 and Theorem 9.13
Sq2Sq2 {^ ^^ (2 )} =  Sq3Sqi {^” ( 2 )} ,^ 3)
it holds that
Sq2Sq2 {uj -  Sq2Sq2 />i< {^” ( 2 ) } =/'^Sq2Sq2 {^^(2 )}
-  /*Sq3Sqi {e^  ( 2 ) } =  Sq3Sqi /* {^” ( 2 )} ^  SqSSqi {2^ } .
Thus we have i )  for n^3.
2 )  The case n=2. We have by (5 ) In [3]
Sq^  (  {u] W {z;} )  =  S  Sqj {u] wSq^ {u} .
S-Vic=I
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32) In general, we have SqiSq2^=-Sq ’^‘+i (see [12]).
33) It w ill be obvious that this relation is still true for w—3. (cf. the definition of (2))
Therefore we have by the commutativity of cup product
Sq2Sq2 {« }  =  SqaSqo {u\ =  Sqa ( {u]^{u\ )
=  Sqa Mv^Sqo \u\ +Sqi {wj^Sqi {u} +Sqo M ^Sqa [u\
=  Sqi {wj's^Sqi {u} =  SqoSqi {u} =  Sq^Sqi {u} .
3 ) The case n=0, I. The both hands of i )  are 0, and so i )  is obvious. 
We can prove i i )—iv ) by the arguments similar to those used in the above 
proof.
Combining i), ii) and iii) in Theorem 15.1, we can get various formulas. 
For example, we have
Corollary (15.2).
i )  SqiSq3 =  O Sq3Sq2 -  O ,
i i )  Sq2Sq2Sq2 =  Sq3Sq3 ,
iii )  the /-fold composition Sq2Sq2 ••• Sq  ^ ( / ^ 4 )  ,
iv )  the z-fold composition Sq^Sq  ^••• Sq  ^=  O (/ ^ 3 )  .
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